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month's production among them. This technique was employed in
the case of neoprene. Where there are a greater number of users, a
rating system is employe~. Defense users are given an "A" rating,
and non-defense users a "B" rating. This "B" rating is then broken
down further. Here, as an illustration, is the way the aluminum
breadline shaped up:
Defense orders, of course, get top rating. Next (B-1 rating) are
the aluminum producers themselves, each one of whom is required
to set aside one per cent of his monthly production as a reserve. Next
(B-2) come orders for repair or replacement parts for existing apparatus and equipment necessary to provide essentiai services and
maintain maximum production. (B-3) are the orders essential to
the protection of public health and safety. Next (B-4) comes aluminum required to feed standard materials without serious interruption of current production and for which there is substantial use in
plants engaged in defense activities. Then (B-5) customers requiring less than a total of 1,000 pounds of aluminum a month are to be
considered . Customers whose use of aluminum does not exceed two
pounds per $100 of final sales value of the fini shed article come next
in line (B-6). Products in which no reasonably satisfactory substitute for aluminum is available follow (B-7). Then (B-8), last in
line, are users of aluminum who can resort to substitutes.

Play ball or lose out
Notice, however, that none of these customers may obtain deliveries exceeding a percentage of the customers' monthly average of
1940 shipments from the same producer. This percentage may vary
as follows:
B-2-80% ; B-3-70 % ;
B-7-30% ; B-8-10 %.

B-4-60 % ;

B-5-50 o/a ;

B-6-40%;

In allocating supplies to civilian industry, after defense needs
are met, O.P.A.C.S. sets down six factors which it considers in
awarding civilian consumers their place on priority breadlines:
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Soldiers must be well shod even if sister
can't find pumps to match a new dress

Six factors rule consumers

1. The need to provide adequately for civilian uses essential to the
public welfare.
2. The degree of hardship upon lab or or business resulting from the
failure to obtain deliveries.
3. The past rates of consump tion by users.
4. The objective of achieving an equitable division of the supplies.
5. The availability of substitutes for the particular uses for which
the products are sought.
6. The policy of the administrator t o refuse to allocate supplies to
any person who, in the conduct of his business, discriminates against
defense orders.

Mark this carefully: Those who do not play ball with defense,
in observing price schedules, in recognizing priority certificates
and filing accurate reports may be cut off from all supplies of
materials brought under priority control. This is perhaps the most
effective and most powerful compliance weapon which defense
authorities have. Notice als_? that the past record of consumption will
be an important factor in meting out surplus materials to civilian
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the ·unlimited Emergency
l.,

The Shape of Things - Now!
By LE 0 M. CH ER N E

***********************************
WAR TODAY has become economic rather than military. This does
not mean, of course, that the other horsemen of the ApocalypseDeath, Famine and Pestilence-will not ride again. The present conflict may yet witness a greater destruction of human life than was
ever recorded before. But what is certain is that today wealth, production, materials, and armaments are the major weapons of warfare .
War has become a contest between productive capacities rather
than men. The productive capacity for plane production, for instance, determines in advance, not only whether a critical battle
will occur, but as frequently, the ultimate victor of the as yet unfought battle.
If the economic factor in warfare has displaced, or at least
equalled in importance, the military strategy, if our present unlimited national emergency is to mean not only the military mobilization of one out of every 130 Americans, but also the impact of economic mobilization on each of the other 129, then knowledge of
what our total defense efforts require of business enterprise, property, and activity becomes of first importance.
There was a time when a nation could engage in war while civilian
life continued its normal operations behind placards which announced: " Business as usual during altercations." But it takes little
effort to demonstrate the extent to which the conditions of war have
changed. A gory set of statistics will illustrate briefly how war has
become an increasing drain, not only on the manpower of warring
nations, but on their finances, and, indeed, on every phase of their
civilian and industrial life. It has been estima,ted that the cost of
killing one enemy soldier was 75 cents in Julius Caesar's time; during the Seventeenth Century the cost of killing a man in the Thirty
Years' War had risen to $50; the mortality expense of the American
Civil War was $5,000 a man. The vast change effected by the World
War can be realized from the fact that it cost $25,000 to kill one
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man; and in the first months of the present war the roughly estimated
cost, translated into terms of each man dead, is already more than
$125,000. All this is a result of the fact that war has become a conflict of economies in which financial and material resources are the
chief weapons.
But of even greater importance than the cost itself is the fact that
those sums are spent, not on the battlefields, but in the machine
shops; not in the trench but on the assembly line, not in meetings of
the general staff but in the executive councils of business and the
civilian agencies of government.

1 * The lessons of 1918
W hat basic bu si nes s co ntrols w e re fo und necessary? How did
the Allie s shape up again st their ad v ersaries?. What we re our
m i stakes and what d id w e learn?

H. ARMS T RONG ROBER T S

The worker at the machine is as much a
part of today' s war as the sold ier

$125,000 to kill a man

Everyone blundered

Extempo rizin g warfare

THAT we may fully understand the economic effects of today's defense-the compulsives, the problems and the adjustments which
surround business in this emergency of 1941-let us step back a
brief moment in history to scan quickly the transition through which
we have passed. Farsighted business men must look back if they are
to look ahead. The industrial experiences of most of the great belligerent nations during the first World War were, in many important
particulars, strikingly similar. The following observations apply
with almost equal force to each of the countries then at war.
Adequate provisions to supply the munitions needed by the
armies in battle for more than a brief period had not been made.
The amounts of ammunition and supplies consumed daily on the
battlefield far exceeded pre-war estimates.
It was quickly found necessary to begin exercising governmental control over the essential raw materials, labor, power, transportation systems, and producing facilities, and to direct their use
for those purposes which would best meet the immediate needs of
the nation as a whole. Violent disturbances of prevailing price levels
occurred and governmental measures to fix or control prices became necessary. These measures varied both in scope and kind in
different countries.
Generally, the administrative machinery for controlling national
industry was set up as a separate and independent governmental
agency, directly responsible to the supreme executive head of the
state. It was also found that a high national morale was needed to
obtain coordinated effort by the whole population. Methods adopted
to direct and control the resources of the country had to appear to
the people as necessary, fair, reasonable and effective. Furthermore,
the industrial and economic fabric of the enemy had to be attacked
in every possible way. (The Allies did this by physical blockade
and pressure upon neutral countries; the Central Powers did it by
launching submarine attacks on enemy sea commerce.)
Because of the failure to plan ahead, methods used to direct the
industrial effort had to be extemporized in the heat of conflict. The
folly of permitting a country to drift into war without having made
provisions for prompt mobilization of industry was brought home
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sharply. The Allied nations were saved, initially at least, from disastrous results because the enemy, through a like failure, was unable to. take full advantage of the situation. Specifically, in the case
of the United States, grave consequences during the preparatory and
transition periods were avoided primarily because of the protection
given by the armies and navies of our allies. In many cases, however, improvised methods were unable to prevent extravagance and
delays in procuring munitions or to prevent profiteering in some
quarters and unnecessary suffering in others.
The major lessons of 1917, according to the conclusions of our
own War Department, present the following picture:
1. There was almost total lack of coordination in procurement at the
outset of the emergency because no plans existed for this coordination.
2. Confusion and skyrocketing of prices occurred as a result of shortages, actual or alleged, and because of bidding against one another by
the Army, the Navy, and th~ Shipping Board, and even by the supply
services of the Army and Navy among themselves.
3. The failure to plan for World War procurement caused the spending of billions of dollars more than would otherwise have been necessary. In addition, the Government, after the war, found itself enmeshed
in litigation involving vast sums.
4. The United States placed itself in the anomalous position of advancing loans to the Allies to cover their purchases in the United States.
With these funds the Allies successfully competed in the American
market, bidding against the United States for material of which there
was not enough to supply the needs of both. Not only were the needs
of the Government interfered with but the inter-government competition itself increased the cost of living, l<?wered real wages, and was one
of the most important of the contributing factors to World War labor
trouble.
5. The Army sailed overseas largely in Allied ships and to a great
extent fought the war with arms and equipment purchased from the
Allies, rather than from American business.

2 *From war to war
Was the German political system peculia rly geared for war?
Was' England read y fo r a war effo rt in 1939? What study did
we give in the pe riod of " peace by treaty" ? How has defense
changed in th is pe riod? What were our bottlenecks, .bugs and
ba rrie rs ? Ca n w e wa it fo r a fo rmal declaration of wa r ?

LET US summarize our recent history by a brief analysis of the
three major nations-England, Germany and the United States.
Before 1940, Germany had discarded its efforts to create a peacetime economy. The essence of the Nazi economic system finally
produced one huge industrial storehouse from which the German
military and political leaders could draw everything required for
military expansion.
In England, the first eight months of the present war witnessed
an attempt to avoid the full consequences of modern military activity. But war creates certain compulsives. For instance, a nation cannot successfully fight an enemy and inflation at the same time.
Similarly, where the needs of the civilian population and the needs
of the military are in conflict, war produces only one "right" answer. The wartime controls required of industry at the beginning
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of the war were superimposed upon fragments of the peacetime
economy. Mobilization of British labor and industry went forward
with an easily-understood reluctance. The economy creaked and
cracked. An entire people lost confidence in a government unwilling
to face the consequences or take the steps required for war. Eight
months of muddling through! But then, in one revolutionary step,
the English transition came to an end . The penalty for this eight
months' procrastination was an economic and individual regimentation far more complete and all-encompassing than that contemplated
by our own plans for industrial mobilization.
In the United States we had concluded a 20 year period in which
the national emphasis was on disarmament and peace by treaty.
During this interval when the major emphasis was on how war could
he avoided, the only examination of how defense could be created
and war fought was the War and Navy Departments' study of in·
dustrial mobilization for warfare.
As a result 9f the 20 years of such study, the War and Navy Departments formulated an Industrial Mobilization Plan which was
revised on several occasions. The Plan was based on an examination
of anticipated problems resulting from a shortage of essential materials, productive facilities, skilled labor, transportation and shipping, power, fuel, and the use of credit, priorities, rationing, price
control and regulation to cope with these shortages.
The blitzkrieg of 1940 found the United States confused. The
document called the "Industrial Mobilization Plan" had been officially shelved but actually, before the end of 1940, some of the controls contemplated by the Plan were coming into use. Agency after
agency was called into being to meet the needs of the growing emergency only to outlive its usefulness before the passing of many
weeks. This panorama of transition agencies included the War Resources Board, the Council of National Defense, the National Defense Advisory Commission with its Industrial Materials Division,
Production Division, Labor Division, Price Stabilization Division, etc.

Mars we a rs a new dress

BRITISH-COMBINE

Air raids are often aimed more at workers'
efficiency than at de struction of property

Little by little, painfully and slowly, the transition period ended.
Finally the facts of 1941 sank into the national consciousness. The
nation became aware that methods of national defense, like methods
of international aggression, had undergone a tremendous change in
the course of the past few years. It is now a commonplace statement
of well known fact that wars are no longer won by personal heroism
or individual self-sacrifice. The successful defense of a nation depends on the outcome of a gigantic struggle involving munitions,
materials-a struggle between the productive capacities, the national industries, of adversaries rather than individual abilities.
There was a time when England's wars could be won on the playing fields of Eton; England's present war must be won . primarily
in the factories. It has become clear, for example, from the communiques issued by the German military week after week that air
raids are being directed not so much at military objectives-troop
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formations, airports, artillery emplacements-as at Kriegswichtige
Anlaagen, "war-important objectives"-factories, harbors, warehouses, power houses. Germany strikes nightly not only at Eng·
land's morale hut at the more important consequence of that morale
-the capacity to manufacture replacements for the we!lpons eaten
up in the struggle and the capacity to meet the physical necessities
of civilian life. Air raids at night are frequently not intended primarily to destroy property, but rather to make the civilians scurry
out of their beds into the bomb shelters so that their hands will falter
next day on the assembly line.

We learn our weakness
Even in the transition period, certain economic facts emerged
from our defense program. We knew that a critical industry- machine tools and dies-had a backlog of orders for a period of more
than a year. We learned that there are more than 30 strategic and
critical materials of primary importance in the manufacture of war ·
materials which we do not have within our borders in sufficient
quantity even for peacetime production, let alone the intensified
needs. of a defense period. We discovered that our ships could little
more than carry the freight of peacetime America without the
superimposed burden of supplying blockaded England. We were
warned that gasolineless Sundays might once again exist, despite
our vast oil resources, because of the problem of transportation.
We were forced to face the fact that existing steel capacity would
not be adequate to meet the full demands of defense and civilian
life. We were informed that the adequacy of our aluminum ore
supply was no effective answer in the face of inadequate refining
and processing facilities. Overnight we were taught to do without
nickel in civilian industry.
The realization finally dawned on us that there were many items
of military production which industry didn't even know how to
manufacture without itself first passing through a period of apprenticeship.
Finally-the most aggravating fact-we learned that, though the
nation had enough machine, factory and productive facilities to
make almost all of its defense requirements, we didn't know how to
organize for their use. Gadgets instead of gaskets were rapidly becoming the nation's major economic headache.
Too many of us were ready to assume that the effective solution
of these probl~ms could wait until M-Day-until the beginning of
shooting that characterizes military war. We were inclined to overlook the fact that the line of demarcation between intense rearmament like the present program and M-Day itself has become blurred
and is no longer distinguishable. Modern war doesn't begin on the
day governments declare its existence-if the governments do indulge in the nicety of an actual declaration.
A complete war economy may antedate the actual existence of
physical hostilities by weeks or months-or years, as in the case of
Germany.
Obviously, in modern warfare, nations can no longer wait behind
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the barrier in the international horse race until the starting gun is
fired-and then start from scratch.

3 *Essence of "Unlimited Emergency"
The major business change made by a defense economy.
What test is applied to judge business activity? What are th e
basic controls in the emergency? Machinery, Materials, Men
and Money-the foundation stones. What is the America n
problem in economic mobilization? Is there an alternative to
over-all mobilization? What is the e ssential framework of a
defense administration?

You can be made to produce

Puzzle of commandeering

New test for good business

UNTIL the President's declaration of full national emergency it
was necessary in some quarters to argue that we were passing
through the transition from a peacetime to a war economy. But now
the Government has already obtained the legislative power, unprecedented in peacetime, to compel manufacturers to produce, not
only their normal goods, but any items that they are capable of
producing. Such compulsory orders are to be paid for a t the price
determined by the Government and refusal to manufacture enables
the President to take over any plant or equipment, provided that
fair compensation is paid. To be sure, the command order will not
be widely used.
As a matter of fact, the procedure to be used in those cases where
a plant is commandeered is far from a decided matter. In those
strike situations where the hands of management are reasonably
clean, the likelihood is that intervention by federal troops will serve
little more than a police function-that of opening the picket lines
to permit the return of workers. This, essentially, was the procedure
in the North American Aviation strike. In cases, however, where
non-cooperation by management causes the commandeering, the
Government will have to determine the status of the workers, their
pay, who will operate the plant, the position of management personnel, compensation to be paid to the owners, and the innumerable
other questions which arise for the first time when commandeering
is used. Despite these difficulties, we must recognize that, instead
of a birch rod in the closet, there is now a genuine lead pipe that
can be swung over the heads of recalcitrants to compel the required
production.
During the peace-which has for this moment in our history been
definitely left behind-only two questions of consequence arose in
connection with any business: Was the business good or bad; and
were its practices legal?
In the war economy which we have entered, however, a new and
all-important test is being applied to increasing phases of civilian,
agricultural, and industrial effort: Are they helpful or harmful to
the completion of our defense?
That doesn't mean that every enterprise unrelated to our defense
must end nor, as a matter of fact, that war itself would bring about
the end of that enterprise. It does mean, however, that in a defense
economy, "first things come first." The essentiality of the business decides how much supplies, how much capital, how much
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labor an individual enterprise may be allowed wherever shortages
develop.
And as the program of supervision required by the defense program over American industrial and civilian activity assumes greater
urgency under the pressure of increasing burdens and under the impact of foreign developments, we are witnessing the introduction,
piece-meal and partial at first, of the regulation characteristic of a
war economy; we are seeing the beginnings of the control of industrial output, the rationing of scarce materials, the fixing of basic
commodity prices, the supervision of labor costs and supply, the
regulated flow of skilled labor, the control of power, fuel and transportation, the increasing of the tax burden far beyond today's
proposed new excess profits tax, the control of consumption, the
conversion of industrial facilities to military needs, the conservation
of supplies, services, and materials. All of these are bringing unprecedented problems to the desk of the executive and require vital
adjustments in the major phases of his everyday activity.
In determining the position and responsibility of business in this
defense economy it is quite clear that the nation's economic resources are the vital weapons in modern total warfare. But it takes
considerable study to determine just what those resources are and
how they can best be employed. Popularly put, the four M's of our
mobilization for defense, the four major resources of the nation to
be mobilized in this emergency are : Materials, Machinery, Men and
Money.

New weapons-new ways

Four "M's" of defense

Material is not enough
But the mere existence, potential or actual, of these four major
kinds of resources is not enough to assure a successful national defense. The British and French Empires at the beginning of this war
had far greater economic and industrial resources, far greater quantities of manpower than Germany. Nevertheless, the totalitarian
regime of Germany, despite its inferiority in raw materials, in industrial capacities, in actual manpower- as contrasted with those
of the allied empires- was able to achieve extraordinary victories.
On the allied side, the missing factor, the vital link, was the fact
that the essential elements- materials, machinery, men and money- were not properly used or integrated for the achievement of
maximum effectiveness.
I t is the problem of working and ·coordinating these factors in
our economic society that brings about the need for industrial mobilization. Industrial mobilization is planned economy-planned
for a specific purpose- but planned nevertheless.
In Germany the entire nation-all its materials, all productive
facilities, every piece of machinery, even the man-hours of energyare regarded as coins in the nation's war chest, to be used by the
State as it sees fit.
But in the United States we must not for a moment forget that ours
is a democratic capitalism in which the individual and his individual
enterprise operate as a result of personal motives and unregimented
individual direction. In our country, therefore, to achieve the same

BLACK STAR

Present war began long ago when Germans,
denied equipment, drilled with paper tanks
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end, to create as effective a defense, we must devise a method of re-.
lating each of the factors in our economic life so that they remain
in private hands, the individual still continues to be an entity rather
than a pawn, but yet at the same time to assure to the Government
the right of prior demand and immediate supply. This is the essence
of planning for industrial mobilization.

Regulation for ev erybody

Eastern gasoline shortage despite large
resources shows need of integration

Control profits: Control wages

It is also quite clear in the United States, where the effort is being made to retain as much of the fabric of peacetime democratic
life as possible, regardless of the urgencies of national preparedness, that no one section of our society can be regulated without
concomitant supervision of every other segment with which it is
joined.
Thus, it is impossible to fix the profits of industry or to determine
in advance the cost of production without regulating the earnings
of labor. It is impossible to regulate the demands of labor without
concern for the profits of industry. It would be equally difficult if
prices are uncontrolled and the cost of living is free to go up. It is
impossible to know in advance that the Army will receive its necessary supplies if the railroad lines break down, if power gives out, if
fuel becomes unobtainable, if high-grade steel cannot be manufactured for lack of nickel.
The logical question is frequently asked:
Is it necessary that these integrated controls, this superstructure
over American industrial and individual activity, be created in order
that national defense be perfected?

.Controversy to no purpose

•

Is there really any alternative? As indicated before, the Administration has already stated on several occasions that the Industrial
Mobilization Plan, prepared and revised by the War and Navy Departments, will not be followed in the present emergency.
Yet, at the very moment that the Plan is being verbally discarded,
many of the economic controls and concepts included in it are being followed.
The fact is that the various types of control outlined by the Industrial Mobilization Plan must be followed and integrated if modern
war is to be waged. Controversy may rage as to where the controls
should be lodged, what the wartime agencies should be called, who
should comprise the personnel and take responsibility for the direction of defense mobilization. Intragovernmental as well as antiAdministration groups may insist that Department A rather than
Department B conduct the industrial mobilization, or that a superagency be created for a specific defense function rather than have
the function lodged in the hands of an existing governmental agency .
Some may insist on a one-man control; others may urge divided
control. Citizens may argue as to whether Political Party B rather
than Political Party A, or a combination of both, should integrate
the war economy. These are genuine, continuing controversies. But
behind such disputes, the basic plans will not change, the basic controls cannot be varied. The fact is that the minimum adjustments
required of the executive are not subject to controversy; they are the
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compulsives which arise from the very nature of modern warfare.
The list of government agencies in the margin of this page represents a graphic attempt to picture the sections of a National Defense
Administration as it must be constructed to cope with the over-all
problem of economic mobilization. You will notice that the chart is
broken down into the functions or phases of the economic society
to be studied or controlled. Under these phases are the specific
agencies or individuals now concerned with the problem. In some
cases peacetime agencies of the Government ai·e being used. In other
cases superagencies are set up specifically to supervise the defense
problem; in still other cases the problem has not been more than
superficially tackled. In most cases more than one agency is concerned with individual pieces of the larger economic sector. Glancing at the list, you will be able to identify the specifically created
agencies by the asterisks which identify them.

PRESIDENT
DEFENS E CENTR A LIUNG AGENCY
[*Office of Emergency Management]

Trans portation
*Division of Transport (NDAC)

Power
Federal Power Commission

Prices
*Office of Price Administration & Civilian·
Supply
Anti-trust Division
Federal Trade Commission
Tariff Commission
Bituminous Coal Division

Fuel
*Secretary Interior Ickes
Bituminous Coal Division

M orale & Civilian Defe nse

N ew and old work together
At the present time, the centralizing agency is the Office of Emergency Management, which leads directly to the President. In the
defense scheme of things there are two types of agencies-one specially created for defense purposes; the other, the normal peacetime agency which ordinarily deals with problems in the field over
which control must be established. Thus, for example, the problem
of transportation is handled both by a special defense agency, like
the Transportation Division, and by the normal agencies, like the
Interstate Commerce Commission and the Maritime Commission,
which have a long familiarity with the problems involved in this
field.
Authority over power resides in the hands of the Federal Power
Commission, since even in peacetime there has been close government control over the public utilities. In the case of prices, however,
while the Federal Trade Commission and the Anti-Trust Division of
the Department of Justice normally function to prevent certain limited types of price abuses, a new agency was required because of the
new kind of supervision that defense requires. The Office of Price
Administration and Civilian Supply under Leon Henderson was
therefore created.
So far as fuel is concerned, while the Government has appointed
such agencies as the Bituminous Coal Division of the Department
of Interior to maintain the normal restraints of peacetime, the emergency has compelled the granting of extraordinary powers to the
Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes, as czar of the petroleum
industry.
The vital problems of civilian morale and civilian defense involve a great number of altogether new problems; consequently, the
functions have been lodged in new bodies like the Office for Civilian
Defense, the Director of Information, the Radio Office of the Office
of Emergency Management, as well as the peacetime Office for Government Reports, whose functions are now being enlarged.
The need for waging economic warfare as part of a defense program is met by the activities of the Export Control Administration,

*Office for Civilian Defense
Director of Information (OEM)
*Radio Office (OEM)
Office for Government Reports

Economic W ar
*Export Control Administration
Export-Import Bank
Maritime Commission
State Department
Treasury Department
*Office for Coordination of Commercial and
Cultural Relations
Department of Commerce
Department of Justice
Tariff Commission

Pri orities
*Division of Priorities
*OPACS
Army & Navy Munitions Board

Produ ction
*Office of Production Management
*OPACS (Division of Civilian Production)

Contracts & Procure ment
*Division of Purchases (OPM)
War Department
Navy Department
Treasury Department
Maritime Commission

Com muni cations
Federal Communications Commission
*Defense Commission Committee

A griculture
Department of Agriculture
*OPACS (agriculture and food prices)

l abo r
*Division of Labor ( OPM)
*National Defense
Mediation Board
Conciliation Service (Department of Labor)
National Labor Relations Board
Wage-hour Division
Public Contracts Division (Department of
Labor)
Public Employment Service
Selective Service System

Finance & Credit
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Treasury Department
*OPACS
Securities & Exchange Commission
Federal Reserve System

Conservation
*Conservation Unit (OPM)
*Division of Civilian Supply (OPACS)
*Division of Purchases ( OPM)
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If you need alum inum in y our operations,
will you be able to get it? That depends

the Export-Import Bank, the Maritime Commission and the Treasury Department. Because of the grave concern over friendly commercial and cultural relations with the other Governments in our
hemisphere, the Office for Coordination of Commercial and Cultural
Relations between the American Republics was brought into being.
The new necessity for the administration of priorities and rationing has resulted in the setting up of a Division of Priorities, headed
by Edward R. Stettinius, J r ., in the Office of Production Management. The Priorities Committee of the Army and Navy Munitions
Board, which has functioned even in peacetime as a planning body,
continues its activities and joins in the administration of priorities.
Because of the close connection between prices, civilian supply,
priorities and rationing, Leon Henderson's Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply also holds some responsibility in this
field.
. The tremendous problem of increasing the tempo of production
is the province primarily of the Office of Production Management,
headed by William S. Knudsen and Sidney Hillman. Divisions within the O.P .M. include that of Priorities, already mentioned, as well
as a Division of Production, headed by John D. Biggers. Still another is the Division of Purchases within the O.P.M., headed by
Donald Nelson, which is concerned with defense procurement and
the placing of contracts. It works in conjunction with the normal
government purchasing agencies-the War, Navy and Treasury Departments and the Maritime Commission.

Subiect to change without notice

Supera ge ncy for la bor is indicated

Civilia ns have some rights, too

A host of agencies-but no single centralizing body- is occupied
with the labor problem. Probably some one labor superagency will
be brought into being. In the first period of defense, Sidney Hillman' s Labor Division within the Office of Production Management
has been at work. Specially created for the emergency, too, is the
National Defense Mediation Board, the duty of which is to reduce
industrial disputes and to mediate controversies. It cooperates with
the Conciliation Service of the Department of Labor. The National
Labor Relations Board, the Wage and Hour Division and the Public
Contracts Service of the Department of Labor, as well as the U. S.
Employment Service and the Selective Service System, continue
their specific activities.
Finance and credit, over which the Government even in peacetime
maintains supervision, are geared to defense through the Treasury
Department, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the Federal
Reserve System and the Securities and Exchange Commission. Mr.
Henderson's Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply
also operates in this area .
Since a defense economy creates the social necessity of careful
conservation, the Office of Production Management has established
a Conservation Unit, headed by Roqert E. McConnell. The Division
of Civilian Supply in O.P.A.C.S. is also on the alert acting in the
interests of civilians while Harriet Elliott, associate administrator
of O.P.A.C.S., watches over consumers' interests.
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These agencies have been outlined with the knowledge that their
names and their personnel are subject to change without notice. One
particular agency may in time absorb the functions of several. A
new agency may be formed in place of an old one, but the problems
tackled by this collection of superagencies, boards and divisions,
and the basic controls which they exercise will remain the same.

4 *The materials vital in defense
The effect on normal busine ss operations . How self-sufficient
are we? Do you deal in strategic, critical or essential materials? The three problems: insufficient supply, difficulty of
transportation , sh ortage of process ing fac ilitie s.

WE NOW approach the basic problems of defense by examining
them in relation to the various phases of normal business activity
with which the average executive is concerned. Seen in that light, the
controls become readily understandable. Here we will be concerned
not only with the controls that are already being applied but those
into which the present immature controls will develop with the
growth of the defense economy.
In discussing the separate phases of business as they will be affected by defense, the effort will be made to treat them in approximately the order in which they would occur in the average enterprise. In following the flow of business, we must run the gamut of its
elements: materials, the establishment of rationing and priorities;
the machinery used for manufacture; the labor employed on the
machinery for the processing of the materials; the capital and credit
available to finance the operations; the price not only of the manufactured commodity but also of the original materials; the power
and fuel that are needed and the transportation and distribution
mechanism which moves the goods.
We will have to examine the transportation problem of getting
the raw materials to the plant in the first place, then study the mechanism of distribution, the function and position of advertising, of
wholesaling, of retailing. From time to time, we will have to direct
our attention to the conservation problem created by defense.
Finally, we will have to examine the end result which normally
is profit. What will it be in our emergency economy? How will profit
be controlled? What is the function of taxes in this entire scheme of
defense operation?
We begin, then, with materials. Immediately we encounter three
phases of the problem which the defense economy must solve.
First, even though our country is less dependent for supplies on
sources beyond its boundaries than any other of the world's industrial communities, it is still true that there are some 30 strategic and
critical commodities which we do not posses·s within our own territory in sufficient quantity for normal peacetime needs, not to mention the requirements of an intensified national defense production.
The importance of the strategic raw materials can best be illustrated by the opinion of military experts that the absence of adequate supplies may be the chink in the armor of that seemingly invincible military giant-Germany. It is one of the strangest of the

The reasons f or controls

Like Germany, we lack these trees which
produce

rubber.
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Conquered land s
give Nazis little help

STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL
MATERIALS
The Under-Secretary of War and the Under-Secretary of the Navy, who constitute the Army and
Navy Munitions Board, have approve d to this
date the following commodities a s s trategic or
critical:
Aluminum a nd *B a uxite 3/ 25/ 41
Antimony
A sb estos
Chromi u m
Coconut Shell Char
*Copper 12/ 11/ 40
Cork
*Gasoline, 100 octan e 8/ 27/ 40
Graphite
Hides
Indus trial Dia monds 6/ 21/ 40
Iodin e
*I r idium 5/ 28/ 41
Kapok
Manga nes e, f errograde
Manila F ib er
M ercury
Mica
Nickel
*Nitrogen Comps. 12/ 4/ 40 incl. Ammonia, Nitric Acid, Chilean Nitrat es
Opium
Optical Glass
Phenol
Platinum
Quartz Crystal
Qu inin e
Rubber
Silk
Tanning Ma t erials
Tin
Toluol
Tungsten
Vanadium
Wool
"Zinc and zinc concentrates 3/ 11/ 41
All materials without a st erisks are s ubj ect t o
p r ocurem ent unde r the intent of both Public No.
117-76th. Congres s, Act approved June 7, 1939,
and P ublic No. 664.
*Within the intent of Public Act N o. 664, 76th
Con g r ess, and for no other p u rpose, these items
h ave been designated and approved as critica l
materials.

How war divides raw materials
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paradoxes of the modern world that, of all the major nations, Germany is almost the least fitted by nature to play the role of a great
independent power. Of the vital materials an industrial nation needs
for strength in times of peace as well as war the Reich has in abundance only coal and potash. For the major part of her supplies of
cotton, jute, wool, hides and skins, rubber, petroleum and petroleum
products (including lubricating oil), copper and copper ore, nickel,
lead, tin, gums, mica, antimony, and tungsten ore, Germany before
the war was almost completely dependent on her imports from
overseas.
Today, of course, the blockade has shut her off from the sources
that supplied most of these vital raw materials. As for the part
played by Nazi-conquered and dominated countries, it has been relatively insignificant, for (with the exception of Roumanian oil ) they
are not large-scale producers of raw materials.
Before the war Hitler said that Germany must export or die; the
specter of a great inland power without merchant marine and navy,
shut off through blockade from access to vital raw mater ials, must
have haunted him for years. He faces that specter today in grim
reality, and it may yet prove the Third Reich's undoing.

Your stake in materials
For the United States, the difficulty is not so great; hut it does
exist. Our first problem of materials is to assure the constant availability of our strategic and critical items, no matter at what sacrifice
to civilian activity and even civilian morale. The list of the strategic,
critical and also essential materials is one which should be familiar
to every executive whether he himself processes one or more of the
materials or is even in part dependent on a supplier whose manufacture involves the commodities on the list.
Very briefly, the strategic materials are those of which there is
the greatest scarcity and for which, in most cases, we are almost completely dependent on foreign sources.
The critical materials are characterized by a greater availability
than the former but are still not adequate even for defense manufacture alone.
The essential materials are necessary to defense manufacture
but exist at least theoretically in sufficient quantity in the United
States to satisfy the needs of defense.
This, then, is the first and most important problem in obtaining
defense materials. There are two others which should be mentioned
very briefly here and which will be discussed later in greater detail.
The second problem in materials flows from the difficulty in
transport. This, obviously, is true of all of the strategic and critical
materials that come from sources abroad. But it becomes equally
true of materials of which there is no domestic shortage but which
are geographically localized and therefore require great or unusual
means of transportation, such as the shortage of tankers and the lack
of pipelines for oil transport.
The third problem in materials flows from the absence of sufficient machinery to process some of these materials. Typical in-
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stances are aluminum and tin. In the case of aluminum we have a
sufficient supply of the raw material, bauxite, but defense has produced a demand for which existing processing facilities are not adequate. In the other case, tin, we have neither the ore supply nor the
processing fa cilities. Because of these factors, our defense program
is compelled to adopt certain measures.
The first and most obvious method of meeting the problem of
strategi c and critical materials is to build up large stock piles or reserves to meet the anticipated needs. For this purpose sums of money
have been made available by direct congressional appropriation
and by the use of fund s from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. In addition, special corporations have been set up, like the
Metals Reserve Company and the Rubber Reserve Company,
financed by the R.F.C., to help in the organization of large stores.
Such stock piles not only meet needs as they appear in defense production, but also have great value in serving as a threat wherever
speculative price rises threaten.
The second method of easing the problem involves the encouragement of domestic production by means of subsidies. In the case of
a luminum, for example, where the deficiency is due to a lack of
processing facilities, the Government has encouraged the formation
of new companies and has even undertaken to study the possibilities
of manufacturing aluminum itself.
Experience with tin in the first World War illustrates the possibilities of government action. Because of the tin shortage that threatened then, the United States stimulated the development of a native
smelting industry with the result that, as the war closed, 20,000 tons
a year were being produced here. After the war such activities were
discontinued so that by 1925 no tin at a ll was produced in the United
States. But present and anticipated needs will undoubtedly lead to
further action along these lines.
Still another method, although one which has less importance is
that of developing substitute or ersatz materials. Civilian industry
must be diverted from the use of strategic and critical materials.
New functions must be found for metals and materials that exist in
abundance so that the pressure may be removed from those that are
scarce. For this purpose the Office of Production Management has
established a Conservation Unit which has undertaken detailed
studies of substitute materials and processes.
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key control

What does "priority" control? How does the Government get
first call upon your materials? How doe s the priorities sy stem
work? What functions does the " preference rating system"
serve? The technique of contract prioritie s. How much will
you get under industry-wide rationing? How the civilian consumers' breadline works. What are the problems of inventory
control?

THE MOST important technique used in. the face of ex1stmg or
threatened shortages is the system of priorities. Although priorities
are di scussed here in relation to the problem of shortages in mate-
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" Ersatz" houses leave Washington to p~c~:
vide homes for workers on a defense job

Non- defense business must be v ersati le
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Priorities-a lead pipe

Non-defen se eats at second table

Priorities may require busines s, like English
golfers, to mix bulls-e ye s and birdies
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rials, it should be remembered that priorities are the basic instruments for coping with all shortages in the defense picture, whether
in machinery, materials, men; labor, credit, transportation, power,
fuel, or any of the other factors involved in the complex picture of
modern war.
In addition, we must keep in mind that the problem of prices is
also linked to the problem of supplies and that the control of prices
becomes necessary because supplies are inadequate. Consequently,
priorities play their part in the price picture and must be used in
conjunction with price controls.
For the past few months American business men have felt the
impact of the defense program most directly through the imposition of priorities on a number of items which they were ordinarily
free to obtain in the competitive market. Now defense comes first.
The economic needs of defense must be satisfied before civilian life
can enter its claim. The left overs are parceled out to civilian producers.
Today, large areas of industrial activity are being run on the
basis of preference ratings or priorities. In effect, the nation's supply of vital materials such as aluminum and nickel are gathered into
a great commodity pool and ladled out first to defense users with
the balance being divided among civilian consumers. This is inevitable in a defense economy.
Building a war machine places pressure on available supplies. If
there is not enough to go around somebody must get first call and
somebody may have to do without. The priority system goes beyond
the pooling and rationing of raw materials and machine tools. It
gives defense contracts right of way in production schedules and
on assembly lines. Thus, defense contracts placed by Army and
Navy agencies with private industries bear ratings in the "A" Class,
broken down and turned into "AIA," "AIB," "AIC," etc. Civilian
needs are not ignored. Defense uses are given the "A" rating and i
various civilian uses are clas.sified according to their importances
and given "B" designations, broken down into "Bl," "B2," "B3,"
etc.

Wheels within wheels
The preference rating system performs several functions. It tells
government contractors what orders they should fill first in carrying out the contracts which the Government has given them for defense materials. This is largely based upon the relative military importance and the relative urgency of the particular contract. At the
same time, through a system whereby preference rating may be extended to subcontractors and sub-subcontractors, government contractors are given first call on supplies they need to fulfill the government orders. Here again there is a further breakdown and the
preference rating assigned to the government contract-depending
upon the military importance or the urgency of the contract-will
tell those having subcontracts or selling materials and supplies to
prime government contractors which of these prime contracts should
be given first call.
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In the administration of this system of priorities there are two
important areas to be considered-the area of direct defense supply,
and the area of civilian supply.
Three basic decisions must be made before available raw materials and production facilities can be marshalled by a priority
system and aimed at total defense.
First, it must be decided where priorities should be applied and
what materials are so scarce that industry-wide allocation is required. Industry-wide allocation is handled by the Priorities Division of 0.P.M. which directs priorities policy, formulates techniques
and procedures and, in general, runs the priorities program. The
types of products which are to be given right of way on the country's
production schedules are determined by the Army and Navy Munitions Board.
The second basic decision involves the relative military importance or relative urgency of defense contracts. Here the Army and
Navy, functioning largely through the Army and Navy Munitions
Board, make the decision.
The third basic decision involves the relative importance of
scarcity items to the various civilian industries. Thus far, the
Priorities Division of O.P.M. has prescribed formulas for rationing materials tmder industry-wide allocation to civilian uses. From
this point on, the Priorities Division will probably carry out the
actual allocation according to formulas prescribed or directions
issued by the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply,
which will make the fundamental decision as to which non-defense
industries should be given preference.

Th ree rule s for priorities

Business in the breadline
The technique employed in administering priorities varies with
the problem which is tackled. First, and most widespread, there is
the technique of contract priorities. When an Army and Navy buying official places an order, he gives it a preference rating. Then, if
the product called for by this contract or any component required
in carrying out this contract, appears on a detailed list of about 250
items known as the priority critical list, the contractor may extend
his preference rating, calling upon a subcontractor, supplier, or
raw material source to give him the right of way called for by his
preference rating.
Other orders must be pushed aside while parts or materials for
guns and planes, for instance, are moved ahead on the production
schedule.
Then there is the technique of industry-wide allocation. This
amounts to the Priorities Division's taking over all supplies of the
commodity bought under allocation. The Priorities Division takes
care of defense users, and then O.P.M.'s Priorities Division, and
O.P.A.C.S.' Civilian Supply Division preside over a breadline for
non-defense users.
Even within this general picture, different techniques are employed. Where there are only a small number of users, the allocation takes the simple form of rationing fixed amounts of each

Other orders must be pushed aside while
parts for these things get right of way

250 items make up critical list
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All welded stee l ship construction marks
application of new proces s to emergency
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develop. As a result, priorities may have to be applied to the available supply so that essential industry may continue to function.
Government surveys have been under way for a considerable period
with a view to determining in advance the localities where power
shortages might appear as a result of the fact that defense orders require the full capacity of plants in specific areas. Similarly, utility
expansion has been encouraged in those areas where it is felt that
expansion of power facilities is desirable from the defense viewpoint. In st~ch cases, government loans have been available for the
building of the new facilities . Army power experts have been particularly active in encouraging the construction of transmission
lines so that power could be diverted from areas of surplus to those
of shortage.
The Office of Production Management is seeking also to expand
one hydro-electric power supply so as to bring in at least an additional 1,000,000 kilowatts by 1943 or 1944. So far as conservation of power is concerned, the O.P.M. has recommended universal
use of daylight saving time.
An important defense weapon lodged in the hands of the President is that granted by the Federal Power Act of 1935 which authorizes him, during an emergency, to require by order a temporary
connection of facilities and the generation, delivery, interchange or
transmission of electric energy in such a manner as would best meet
the emergency and serve the public interest.

Picnicking on the porch
In the case of fuel, similar problems exist. As has already been

Gasolineless Sundays

'Using power as a whip

indicated, shortage threatens in the oil supply despite our tremendous oil resources. The shortages will be purely of a local character,
occasioned by the lack of facilities for transporting su pplies. For
example, the diversion of oil tankers to the carrying of supplies for
Britain has made the eastern seaboard fee l the pinch already. Steps
are being taken to rush the building of new- facilities, particularly
pipe lines, to remedy the situation. In addition, the President has
appointed Secretary of the Interior I ckes as the coordinator for the
petroleum industry. Among his new responsibilities will be the introduction of a careful program of conservation. Automobile owners
in areas where such shortage occurs may have to do their Sunday
picnicking on the front porch.
Strict government control of the power and fue l su pply has an
importance beyond that of assuring an adequate supply for defense
industry. The Government has an interest also in being able to withhold the power and fuel supply. Government control of power, for
example, can be used to whip recalcitrant business into line. Any
business man who refuses to cooperate with the Government in defense measures may receive short shrift and little power or · fueL
Since the Government will have its hands on the switches and pipe
lines, it can also shut off supply to industries that are not essential
to the war effort. Transportation priorities can be used in the same
way. Any one who balks at complete cooperation with the Government's defense program can thus be subjected to industrial starvation .
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customers. This has been a major factor in private rationing carried
out by steel and other metal producers before formal priorities
struck.
Still another technique has been developed recently for items
which require a speedy production tempo . The new plan, described
as the Defense Supplies Rating Plan, is designed to give specified
manufacturers of "off-the-shelf" supplies-at present, mostly
machine tools-a preference rating for the acquisition of large
quantities of scarce materials needed for defense work. Heretofore,
these manufacturers have been forced to lose time in applying for
preference ratings, serving the ratings on the suppliers and then
waiting for delivery.
The only other alternative open to them was to fill the order
promptly out of completed stock, sometimes drawing on their inventory of materials to. do so. Now, "off-the-shelf" delivery is increasingly difficult.
The Defense Supplies Rating Plan operates like this:
1. The manufacturer from his sales records for the preceding quarter
determines the percentage of his defense sales to his total sales.
2. The manufacturer from his production schedules for the current
quarter determines the total quantity of scarce materials necessary to
complete his total production schedule.
3. The manufacturer determines the quantities of scarce materials
required for his defense production by applying the percentage developed in the sales analysis to the total quantities of scarce materials
necessary to complete his total production schedule.

He is then given an "A-10" rating for the scarce materials he must
have to meet defense demands. Thus, a plant which is now engaged
60 per cent in defense and 40 per cent in non-defense work may get
an "A-10" rating which will apply to 60 per cent of all deliveries of
scarce materials.

O. E. M. DEFENSE PHOTO BY PALMER

Price control , first applied to raw materials, eventually will reach retailer

Rating plan at work

"Honor system" for inventories
Closely related to priority control is inventory control. The aim
of inventory control is, firs t, to check excessive inventory buying
which exerts upward pressure on prices and drains available supplies. As the supply situation tightens, inventory control may have
the further purpose of reallocating inventories in favor of defense
producers just as the output of metal fabricators is now allocated .
At present, however, the purpose is to check heavy inventory accumulation.
This was first done by persuasion.
This persuasion is given logical weight by the definite certainty
that, as materials are brought under priority control, those having
excessive inventories will receive no material until their inventories
are brought down to a normal level. Recently, the "honor system"
of priority control came into the picture. Suppliers of 16 metals are
required to file an affidavi t agreeing to comply with the program,
that is, not to ship in amounts which increase a customer's stock to
"unreasonable" levels. Customers are required to file monthly statements declaring that they have not acquired inventories above the
amounts needed to handle deliveries.

Inventory control by persuasion
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Thus far there has been no definition of what constitutes unreasonable inventory. In the case of some metals, it may be a month's
supply, in the case of others, it may be a six-weeks' supply. A reasonable inventory is defined as "the quantity necessary, on the basis
of usual methods and rates o"f operation, efficiently to meet required
deliveries." This does not block seasonal inventory buying where
necessary to ·meet usual seasonal production requirements. .
These inventory reports will be studied and made the basis for
any further inventory action. A staff of inventory inspectors will
make spot checks on inventory levels. The powers of reallocation
and commandeering exist. This will, however, he used only in extremely desperate situations.
The material and supply control exerted through priorities and
inventory controls means that, to keep supply lines of shortage materials open, it has become necessary to qualify as useful to government defense policy and to learn to work with the Government as
you now work with your suppliers. It becomes necessary for the
business executive to understand government procedure and know
how to juggle red tape.
To get his share of materials brought under priorities he must he
familiar with priority for ms, know how to prepare them in the most
forceful manner and when and where to file them. He must know
how to time priority requests with his production schedule and how
to shift his production schedule to meet priority demands placed
on him. He will he required to fill out inventory reports and to receive inventory spotters. It has been established that, in Germany,
a firm employing 50 men has to figure on devoting two days a week
of the time of one of its top executives to priority and inventory
problems. And, if a plant is large enough to employ 300 men, the
probability is that one of these men devotes full time to government
inventory and priority matters.

6 *Price Control-the lid on economy
Price control, the vital link in the problem of supply. What is
the Government's power to control prices? What are the
mechanics in controlling prices? What is O .P.A .C.S. resp onsible fo r? The danger in compulsory price fixing. How do pri ce
control and priorities link togethe r?

Retailers will feel price control

IT HAS already been stated that the control of prices is linked to the
problem of supplying those materials vital in defense and that price
control functions with priorities, not only to keep the hat on prices,
but also to make it possible for the economic machine to :withstand
dislocating pressures and still give prior right to the Government.
It is, therefore, appropriate that the action taken and to be taken
in the field of price control be discussed at this point.
In dealing with the mechanisms of price control, it is important
to realize that, in the early stages of the defense program, these
methods were employed primarily in the case of raw materials,
but that now, as the defense program becomes more complete, price
control advances into the semi-finished commodity, to the processed
and manufactured product, and finally to the sales price to the
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ultimate consumer. As this process occurs, the field of price control
moves from materials to .manufactures and then to supplies and
services.
The need for price control is obvious. A defense program creates
an increased demand and a diminishing supply in most items. Increased demand and diminishing supply inevitably boost prices in
a free economy. The inflationary spiral begins and, in turn, results
in the upsetting of the entire economy, the dislocation of all costs,
all services. This factor is adequate justification for the imposition
of price control. Price, in our society, is one of the most important
levers for encouraging or discouraging production. Out of hand,
prices may become the barrier completely stalling production. A
defense program cannot tolerate such a condition and must, therefore, maintain a careful system of price balance and stability.

Inflation lifts its head

Steps toward stable prices
Consequently, the Government proceeds by several steps:
First, by law-the government has the authority under this legislation to place an order for any material or product that any firm
is manufacturing or is capable of manufacturing at a price which
the Government considers fair. Failing to obtain compliance with
the order given, the Government has a right to commandeer the
plant. This is the most drastic mechanism for keeping the price of
munitions down as well as for assuring their manufacture and delivery. It is unquestionably one which will be infrequently used, but
it is the most useful. Its effectiveness lives because of the mere existence of the provision.
The threat of its use is so powerful that its actual use becomes
superfluous.
A second line of attack against unrestrained price rises is the
use of the machinery of the Department of J ustice's Anti-Trust
Division. The Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply,
the defense agency saddled with price responsibility, has drawn up
a program of cooperation with the Anti-Trust Division whereby any
effort to achieve artificial price raising on the basis of industrial
combinations will be fully prosecuted . At the same time both the
Anti-Trust Division and O.P .A.C.S. have worked out a policy which
will permit cooperative activity between the members of an industry
aimed at achieving greater productivity, without involving themselves in charges of violating the Anti-Trust Law.
The most important measure for price control, however, is the
systematic surveillance of individua l commodities by O.P .A.C.S.
The basic policy of Leon Henderson, the Price Administrator, is to
keep the general price level down by focusing attention on the developments in particular commodities. This policy has resulted in
three types of action by the price authorities:
1. Public announcement that the price situation in a particular commodity is being scrutinized.
2. Issuance of a formal warning to the members of the industries
involved if prices are not kept in line.
3. Formal action through the imposition of price ceilings.

So far price ceilings have been imposed more often on raw mate-
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Defense boosts demand, curtails supply,
making control of prices essential

Steps in price fixing
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rials than on finished products. The imposition of a price schedule
fixes only the maximum price. Enforcement is achieved by requiring
the submission of regular reports to O.P.A.C.S. so that violations
of the schedule may be discovered. In connection with each price
schedule, a special appeal is made to the public urging that information concerning violations be reported promptly to the Price Administrator.
The broad consequences of price instability has required that
O.P.A.C.S. be made responsible for:

Polish prisoners, a few of the 2,500,000
laborers that conquest has given the Nazis

O.P.A.C.S. responsibilities

I. Controlling prices.
2. Exercising economic sanctions against price violators.
3. Surveying inventories for the purpose of determining probable
price trends and inflation threats.
4. Studying wages and costs and their relationship to prices.
5. Correlating the administration of priorities, securities control
and taxation with the qefense price policy.
6. Assuring consumer protection and adequate essential supplies
for civilian needs.
7. Surveying conservation measures where excess civilian use may
impede the speed of defense production.

In the first steps of the defense economy every e:ffort is made to
avoid compulsory price fixing. The first line of defense against individual price boosts is an expanding supply but, to the extent that
demand runs ahead of the expanding supply, consumption has to
be curtailed. Properly designated, this is price management or price
stabilization rather than price control.

Price control can backfire

Cooperation to compulsion

Rigid price controls, ruthlessly applied in situations where real
demand is running well ahead of actual supply might, in most instances, cripple production. Where there is an acute supply problem, the basic approach must be through priorities rather than the
artificial chains imposed by price control. But both must work together. Priorities cut down the demand by the simple process of
preventing some of the demand from ever reaching the sources of
supply. At the same moment, price control prevents the supply from
exploiting the remaining demand.
The process of price control, therefore, goes through the following steps with more or less variation in individual situationscooperation, persuasion, education, and finally, if necessary, compulsion.
Of all areas of control, of all of the factors involved in a defense
economy, the twin sisters-priorities and price control-are of the
greatest and most immediate importance to the business community.
The policing of prices is of primary concern to the defense machinery because the control of prices is the keystone on which the
entire industrial mobilization effort may rest. Without the control
of prices we might just as well forget the control of wages, because
r1sing prices create pressure for higher wages. With a constant
threat of increased labor requirements, the control of industrial
production starts off, not only lame, but with a broken crutch.
Since this emphasis must be placed on price, it is imperative to
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our defense economy that every known method of government be
employed to enforce the ceilings fixed, including th~ deliberate use
of priorities to leave the price violator high and dry by cutting down
on his allotments of power, fuel, labor, transportation or raw materials. If necessary, legislation for the purpose of enforcing price
control will not only enable the Government to prosecute violators
directly but may even provide for the licensing of business, as in the
first World War, and the revocation of licenses wherever price decrees are violated.
If these prove insufficient, it must be emphasized again, the President can commandeer the entire plant facilities or possibly even
whole inventories to transform the materials with which we have
concerned ourselves into the weapons of war and the requirements
of the civilian population.
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Price violators may lose plants

7 *Working our machinery for defense
How do Germany and the U.S. compare in machine facilities?
Must we choose between guns and butter? How are private
plants to be used? What are the obstacles to using our full
capacity?

IT IS valuable in appraising the adequacy of our industrial plant
and the problems which confront us in the use of our machinery to
make a brief comparison with the industrial plant of the most successful military nation today-Germany.
The Third Reich, with a population three years ago of 70,000,000, and covering some 180,000 square miles has since added
through conquest an area more than four times as large, with some
150,000,000 inhabitants. This pillage has indeed been conducted in
a grand style. From each invaded and looted country the Reich has
acquired, in addition to the major part of the victim's industrial
plant, vast stores of much needed gold and currency reserves, and
also arms, military equipment and rolling stock.
Already the first industrial nation of Europe, the Reich has thus
further increased its prodlictive capacity by its command of the
resources of an entire continent. The dominated countries have already provided some 2,500,000 conscript laborers who, it is estimated, produce at least $400,000,000 worth of supplies annually
for the war. Not only are these millions laboring at home for the
conqueror, but hundreds of thousands have been shipped into Germany, thus releasing the equivalent manpower for service in the
German Army, concededly the greatest military machine the world
has ever seen.
Germany may, indeed, be the first industrial nation in Europe
but alongside the United States she is a veritable pygmy. The most
notable increase in Germany's industrial capacity has been in the
iron and steel industry as a result of its acquisition, in the various
dominated countries, of ore stocks and facilities for producing raw
materials and finished products. Yet, with all this, the capacity
under German control is less than one-half of that possessed by the
United States.
As a gauge of the capacity to prosecute modern war successfully,

Production by pillage

In spite of our great wealth of manpower,
defense strains our skilled labor supply
O. E. M. DEFENSE PHOTO BY PALMER
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no two individual items are more significant than steel and machine
tools. We possess the largest and best machine tool industry and by
far the largest steel-making facilities in the world. As a matter of
fact, only two other countries have machine tool industries worthy of
the name-England and Germany.
Our capacity to produce steel is more than seven times as great
as our own direct defense requirements; it is more than three times
the combined tonnage for defense and for maximum aid to Britain.
It is no idle chauvinism to state that the United States is incomparably the richest nation, has the most magnificent industrial plant in
the world and, in its capacity to convert the wealth of its mines,
fields, streams and forests into products of peace and war, is the
greatest power on earth.
On the .surface it would appear that this favorab le comparison of
our industrial plant with that of Germany almost immediately
eliminates the problem of machinery from consideration. It doesn't.
Although the German military machine has only half the iron and
steel production capacity of the United States, in facilities for pro·
ducing armament, Germany and the countries she has occupied in
all probability hold first place. We are beginning virtually from
scratch to learn how to make, on a mass scale, such essential defense
weapons as airplanes, gun mounts, anti-aircraft guns, range finders,
shells, bombs, tanks, etc. We are well on the road that will take us
t o the mightiest military position on earth. But in that road we have
come to a fork.
To reach the maximum military efficiency we must take that turn
which will divert our machinery into the creation of military power
rather than the satisfaction of peacetime interests, convenience, and
comfort. The initial approach ~nd technique in the area of machinery was to encourage increased or expanded facilities for defense,
refraining from converting our peacetime manufacturing plant to
defense.
This philosophy of guns and butter continues to exist hut we
are reaching an increasing number of situations where expansion
itself may create more shortage of materials than can be spared in
our hurried rearmament.

Farm machinery vs. shells

Can the perfume manufacturer continue to
use machinery that might serve in. defense?

Take, for instance, the need for increased factory facilities to
produce artillery shells. A farm machinery manufacturer is capable
of manufacturing these shells in his present plant. The choice is
whether or not to build a new artillery shell factory or to use the
farm machinery plant. Today's defense philosophy still would ordinarily suggest building a new factory : to absorb additional unemployed workers and to leave intact the civilian supply and
standard of living represented by the farm machinery plant. But the
materials that go into the construction of the new plant may he so
scarce or the type of skilled labor needed to produce and operate
the new plant may be so rare that, in this instance, defense may have
no alternative but to convert the farm machinery plant to artillery
shell manufacture. This would not only save the materials and
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skilled labor which would have been required to build the artillery
shell plant but would also release materials and labor from the
civilian production of farm machinery making it available for defense production.
Our government arsenals manufacture less than five per cent of
the munitions required for war. In fact, their primary purpose is to
act as laboratories for experimentation in the manufacture of these
products rather than the actual manufacture itself. The bulk of
the nation's defense needs must, therefore, come from private industry which had no previous connection with the making of war
implements.
That raises an important question:
How are the machines in these private plants to be used? Is the
perfume manufacturer to continue without inhibition during an entire period of national rearmament or crisis to use machinery which
could be more useful to the nation in the manufacture of chemicals?
Is the toy manufacturer to be free to continue satisfying the insistent
and wholesome demand for playthings when there is insufficient
plant capacity to produce the munitions that require processing by
the identical machinery?

Beating plowshares into swords
When we realize that the manufacturer of adding machines can
make automatic pistols, that lead pencils come out of essentially the
same kind of machinery that is required for ammunition components, that makers of cash registers and business machines may
he ordered to make bomb fuses; that, if the production of electric
refrigerators were curtailed, the manufacture of airplane parts
could be increased, that gas mask parts can come off the same assembly line as vacuum cleaners, that manufacturers of agricultural
implements can turn out artillery shells, thus literally reversing the
biblical mandate, "They shall beat their swords into plowshares,"
we are bluntly brought face to face with the full implications of na·
tional defense in an industrial society.
The problem of machinery has its roots in one industry of which
the average citizen heard little before this defense period but which
has now become as familiar to most American minds as the word
defense itself- the machine tool industry. This industry is concerned with the making of the machines with which in turn other
machinery is produced in mass quantity-the tools, the dies, the
jigs and the gauges which are the keys to successful industrial mass
production.
Shortage of these, regardless of the supply of materials or the
availability of skilled labor or existing plant structures, presents a
barrier to defense as impregnable as if all of the other factors were
absent or the nation blockaded against the import of its essential requirements.
Despite the ease with which the problem can be seen, it has still
not been possible to utilize the machine capacity that does exist, to
bring together the large government order, the prime contractor and
the countless machine shops and small facilities throughout the

R. I . NESMITH

Even skilled labor is ineffective if it lacks
the tools with which to work

An effective blockade
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country. Some of the complaints that are being increasingly expressed are:

Some complaints against business

I. That the. available capacity for defense production is not being
used as broadly and efficiently as it might.
2. That too great a proportion of defense contracts has been and is
being concen trated in small geographical areas and among a limited
number of large firms.
3. That many of the big firms who have been successful in biting off
a major portion of defense business are un willing, because of their
private business, to devote their facilities to high pressure defense
production; or, in many cases, even to subcontract portions of the
work when they are not immediately handling it.
4. That such practices are resulting in (a) an increasing backlog
of orders in a few plants; (b) an insufficient use of smaller available
facilities; and ( c) the prolonged survival of the "business-as-usual"
psychology.
5. That inadequate compulsion is being used in Washington to force
conversion to military manufacture and to compel subcontracting.
6. That an increasing number of smaller and middle-sized businesses throughout the country are beginning to grumble that the defense hue and cry about inadequate facilities and great need for
intensified production is phony.

On the other hand, the prime industrial contractors defend themselves by replying:
and some answers

In the World War, 87 workers were needed
to maintain each 13 soldiers in the field

I. That the Governm~nt's specifications and the requirements, which
the Government has been accustomed to exact from the prime contractor over a period of years, cannot be transmitted to a novice subcontractor who has had no experience with either government detail,
specifications or red tape.
2. That the Government compels the prime contractor to guarantee
the perfection, precision, speed and quality of the subcontractor's
work when, in fact, the prime contractor is incapable of assuring these
results except in his own plant.
3. That the defense appropriations have brought to the surface hundreds of firms with useless machinery, inadequate or antiquated methods of operation, and little capital, and that government expects the
prime contractor not only to educate them, equip them, finance them,
and rely on them, but expects the prime contractor to keep track for the
Government of the bits and pieces that he would have to let out to
dozens of small shops.

Again, the controversy is real but the answer inevitable. And it
will nqt materially depend upon the justice inherent in any of the
arguments. Defense will require the dispersion of contracts and subcontracts and the maximum utilization of the industrial facilities
available to manufacture the nation's needs. This doesn't mea11 that
every little machine shop in the country will be used. Many are unquestionably incapable of use. But, as the Government begins to use
compulsion to force the farming out of contracts, it will also find it
imperative to loosen the requirements, guarantees, specifications
and contracting red tape.
As the program for wider utilization of the nation's machine capacity expands, business men doing government work will have the
compensatory enjoyment of blanket priorities diverting machine capacity exclusively to their use for defense. Special meth_ods of applying priorities to such phases of activity are being evolved in order to
facilitate production, to prevent the delays inherent in requiring
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applications for preference rating certificates on each individual
order. Already the Division of Priorities has formulated such pro·
cedure in the form of the Defense Supplies Rating Plan, which permits producers of industrial motors, cutting tools, lathe tools, etc.,
to obtain their materials on the basis of estimates of their needs well
in advance, rather than by applications for each separate order.

8 *Labor-motive factor in production
The skilled labor shortage. The interlocking problems of wages,
strikes and profits. Will labor continue to strike in defense
plants? What does industry demand? How does the Labor Relations Act fit into the picture? Is collective bargaining inevitable? Labor in non-defense plants. What are the principles
in a defense labor policy?

LET US now assume that we have the raw materials required for
our defense article, the plant has been tooled and equipped and the
machinery is ready. Production cannot yet proceed. There is the
need for the third of the factors in the economic pattern of production-labor.
The importance of labor cannot be minimized. In the World
War, according to figures published by Secretary of War Newton
D. Baker, for every 13 men in the armed forces there were 87 workers producing the things needed to maintain those forces and the
civilian needs of the nation. Winston Churchill, in January, 1941,
reminded the House of Commons of the vital part being played by
British Labor when he declared that it would be necessary for the
army and air corps to
comb their tails in order to magnify their teeth in order to reduce their
demands on the manpower market during the coming stringent months,
so that we shall be able to man the new factories and shipyards and
till the new fields ... while our army is growing every week in power,
strength, efficiency, and equipment, and a decided expansion is in
progress, it is the munitions factories and agriculture, rather than the
fighting services which will in the next five or six months make the
chief demand for manpower on the public.

In our short defense history, despite the abnormal number of unemployed, we have already experienced a shortage of trained men
in certain essential field s. Several essential industries had already
begun to develop a shortage of skilled labor as long ago as the spring
of 1937, when the industrial index was approaching normal. This
was true especially in the machine tool and metal working industries. According to various estimates, the number of skilled workers
in the United States has been reduced by from 13 to 20 per cent
during the depression period.
In December, 1940, Federal Security Administrator Paul V.
McNutt declared:
Scarcity of machinists, tool and die makers, skilled metal workers
and aircraft and shipbuilding craftsmen and a general tightening of
the labor market with a supply of available workers in a number of
the skilled defense occupations almost exhausted in some localities was
reported .... Even in the semi-skilled and unskilled occupations the
usual large excess of applicants over jobs is rapidly being reduced ...•

ACME

Civic leadership feels the pressure as defense brings hordes of workers into town

Churchill hails workers

Depression leaves its mark
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Many manufacturers indicated they would operate additional shifts if
qualified skilled personnel was available .... With more and more defense contracts reaching the production stage ... manufacturing centers have reached a stage of activity unequaled since 1929. Non-industrial areas ... also reported unusual activity as the result of government construction of military camps and airports.

As the business pace is speeded further, these shortages become
intensified.
To establish labor controls the relations between industry and
labor must be stabilized. Machinery must be established for the
avoidance of strikes and labor disputes. A steady labor supply must
be assured and the haphazard migration of workers from industry
to industry must be reduced. Vocational training must he organized
to provide the men needed for jobs that call for special skills. Efforts
must he made to avoid depletion of essential manpower by conscription of men into the armed forces. The expansion of war industries
creates an intensified need for management personnel. Unemployment must still he handled. Wage rates must not be permitted to
skyrocket; they must he kept in definite relationship to the price
level.
This involves wage stabilization, price or cost of living control,
and the establishment of a sound relationship between the two.

Labor must pay two prices

WIDE WORLD

Machinery must be established for the
avoidance of strikes and labor disputes

What Labor must have

The basic problem in the field of labor flows from the fact that
labor will have to pay two prices: First, it must provide almost completely the bulk of manpower under the draft law, since the hulk of
the country is actually labor in field or factory. Second, it must
not, in the exercise of either whim or dire need, impede the flow
of production needed for the successful equipping of our defense
machinery.
Under our form of government no matter how "one-man" the control, how drastic the regulation, the concessions which will be compelled from the various sections of our economic society must be
bought. Thus, if labor is to agree to absolute non-stoppage of essential productive activity, it will demand, and must receive, the followmg assurances:
1. That industry will not be permitted to profiteer at the cost of the
civilian population-that means war profits control over industry.
2. That industry will not be permitted unreasonably to increase the
cost of living beyond labor's reach-that means price control.
3. That labor will have the opportunity to earn its just share of any
legitimate profits which a preparedness program brings to industrythat means the continuance of the right of collective bargaining and
the assurance that the legitimate demands requested in collective bargaining will be enforced by the Government in place of enforcement
by strikes.

Will industry submit?

Now we begin to see how the pieces fit together. If labor is to pay
its price, it demands three guarantees which in turn are prices to he
paid by industry. Will industry pay these prices? Will it submit to
profit control, price control, and collective bargaining? The answer
is "Yes" if in turn it receives assurances-assurances that labor will
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not be permitted arbitrarily or unreasonably to make demands for
wage increases which have no relationship to the profits of industry
or the cost of living and that labor will not be permitted under any
circumstances to stop production in essential enterprises.
Industry wants to he sure that it can get adequate power, fuel, and
the necessary raw materials which go into the construction of an
essential commodity. It has to know that any war profits taxation
will not only leave business with a profit but leave it with a cushion
on which to fall during post-war adjustment. Industry must be fairly
certain of the necessary labor, skilled and unskilled, despite the
draft; it must be confident of its ability to retain those of its key men
who are vitally necessary to its activity.
The Government must be reasonable in its determination of what
is essential enterprise and what is not essential for national defense
and it must keep business informed promptly of the ways in which
it can best adjust itself and alter its activity to avoid complete shutdown and the resultant impossibility of resumption when the emergency is ended.
If any accurate appraisal is to he made of the labor problem in
the defense economy, it is. important to examine the problem of
strikes in defense industry and the position played in this problem
by the National Labor Relations Act. To do so, we must free ourselves as completely as possible from the atmosphere of charge and
counter-charge, emotion and criticism which has clouded this same
issue in the past three years. The law now on the federal statute
books, the National Labor Relations Act, can in time of war be permitted to remain in substantial effect without doing serious damage
to the control of labor. In fact, the law can serve one of the functions
of defense. Within the past 50 years nearly a dozen presidential
commissions appointed by both Democratic and Republican incumbents in the White House and in Congress have investigated labor.
These commissions have reached one uniform conclusion-the
economic and national desirability of collective bargaining if uninterrupted production is to be achieved.

What industry must know

How Government can help

As for collective bargaining

Closed shop no handicap
The existence of uncontested collective bargaining and almost a
complete closed-shop in England today is not impeding the rearmament program. As a matter of fact, the most recent recorded statistics of strikes in England indicate that, in February, 1941, only
23,000 manpower days were lost as a result of industrial disputes,
as contrasted with 168,000 in February, 1940, a total which incidentally is higher than the monthly average of 110,000 days lost during
the peacetime months of 1938 and 1939.
When the problem is analyzed, it is discovered that the war difficulty stems from the threat of strike rather than from the existence
of collective bargaining.
It is probably politically impossible to enact a statute to end the
right to strike during war. But it is possible to enact a collateral
statute to the National Labor Relations Act which will, in effect, insure that there will be no strikes in essential industries during the

Threat of strike real worry
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defense emergency. While such a statute would either eliminate
strikes completely in defense industries or make it extremely difficult for them to occur-lengthy notices, mediation, and arbitration
procedure-almost full labor freedom would still continue to exist
in industry unrelated to defense.

If

ELIZABETH R. HIBBS

Labor must provide the bulk of manpower
for both civilian and military needs

First steps toward labor peace

The Board's best weapon

right to strike is lost

Here is where the National Labor Relations Act comes into play.
The previously outlined procedure which, in effect, prevents strikes
in essential industries would not affect other industries. Non-defense
industries would still come under the jurisdiction of the National
Labor Relations Board as they do today. Employees in such industries would still be free to strike as they are today. These are normal
economic conflicts in a free society and hold no serious dangers
when they affect non-essential industries only.
In essential industries, if labor has in effect lost its right to strike
it must have some way of assuring itself a portion of any of the war
profits made by industry. This is the economic function of collective
bargaining, even if the right to strike cannot enforce it. In the absence
of the right to strike, it will be the problem of the Government to
assure labor in essential industry this distribution of earnings.
The first steps so far taken to solve the problem of labor disputes
which may impede the defense program include the utilization of
an existing agency and the creation of a new one. For years the
United States Conciliation Service, a branch of the Department of
Labor, has been attempting to settle labor controversies by bringing
the parties together voluntarily. Because of the urgency of the defense program it has proved to be unwise to leave such disputes entirely in the hands of an agency operating on the basis of a willingness of the disputants to meet in the presence of a government conciliator.
The National Defense Mediation Board was therefore created .
It assumes jurisdiction only after the Conciliation Service has certified the dispute to it. Because of the psychology generally prevailing and the need for speedy settlement of controversies, the Conciliation Service has been certifying cases to the National Defense
Mediation Board as soon as it becomes convinced that its efforts are
not meeting with success.
The major weapon in the hands of the Mediation Board is its
ability to arouse public opinion on the basis of its findings and to
use the pressure this creates to compel whichever party may be recalcitrant to arrive at a settlement.
But there are other problems, and they involve the redistribution
of labor. The International Labor Office of the League of Nations, in
its study of labor problems in time of war, crystallizes the problem
in these words:
Millions of men have been withdrawn from industry and agriculture in different countries. Urban centres have been partiaUy evacuated
because of the dangers of air raids. Immense resources have been
turned to the production of armaments. Hours of work have been increased. Large numbers of women, children, and elderly persons, have
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been drawn into industry, commerce, and agriculture. Frontiers have
been closed. An economic blockade has been established. Prohibitions
or restrictions have been placed on numerous articles of export. and
import. A large-scale redistribution of manpower has taken place.

What war means to labor

But, in the face of these facts, the I.L.O. points out that a serious
skilled labor shortage exists while the ranks of the unemployed do
not substantially decrease despite the withdrawal of hundreds of
thousands of employed men for military service.
The I.L.O. summarizes the question by saying:
Employment and unemployment become speciaUy important problems in wartime. It might be imagined, at first sight, that unemployment was swept away by mobilization, and that the caUing up of vast
masses left empty places in offices and undertakings which would automaticaIIy absorb the unemployed. That would be so if the problem
of unemployment were purely arithmetical. The real situation is much
less simple. In the past few years, experience has shown in several
countries that an increase in the demand for labor means the reemployment of a corresponding number of unemployed only if they have the
necessary qualifications for the vacant posts. This question of qualification, so far from being eliminated by mobilization, has become of
primary importance.

But unemployment continues

In facing the question of skilled labor requirements in a defense
economy and in preparing blueprints for a widespread apprentice
training program, defense agencies are confronted by new difficulties. Union labor is never eager to increase the number of men
equipped to perform a specialized service; and it is less so in an
era when millions are unemployed.
Yet, unless that difficulty is overcome, the skilled labor shortage
which actually exists today and which has already impeded munitions production in more than one plant will in our own unlimited
emergency become a major obstacle to achieving maximum efficiency in our utilization of the nation's resources.

Finding skilled workers
It is the Labor Division of the Office of Production Management
which is concerned with the problem of remedying the deficiencies
in the skilled labor supply. Its first task has been to place qualified
workers in the important defense posts.
Toward this end it has been utilizing the facilities of the United
States Employment Service which maintains lists of unemployed
workers with special skills. Appeals have been issued to the jobless to register with it so that the defense agencies may be able to
locate needed men whose special skills would otherwise remain unemployed.
A major part of the Labor Division's work is that of providing
vocational training so that the number of skilled workers may be
increased. Apprenticeship programs, vocational schools, training
in the C.C.C., N.Y.A. and W.P.A. are some of the methods being
used.
In addition, a Training-Within-Industry program has been
evolved by means of which the unskilled and semi-skilled are given
the opportunity to acquire the techniques needed by defense indus-
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Skilled w orkers and the draft

Key jobs exempt

try while on the job. Programs for safety within the plant are being
pushed with a view to reducing the dislocation which results from
accidents and the consequent loss of man-days.
In this connection, the transition which took place in selective
service is of great importance. Under the Selective Service Act as
originally passed, the law specifically prevented occupational deferments for entire occupations or industries. The first regulations under this peacetime military training act, in establishing the principle
of industrial deferment, provided for deferment of all "necessary
men in industry, business, employment, agriculture, government
service, or in any other service or endeavor including training and
preparation." Little distinction was made between defense industry
and non-defense industry under these regulations. A little less than
a year after the law was enacted, however, a change of regulations
created two classes of industrial deferment : IIA, for those irreplaceable and key individuals in normal business activity; and Class
IIB for the skilled workers and artisans operating in defense industry. The first deferment is a six-month deferment that requires
renewal at the discretion of the local board. Class IIB enables indefinite deferment for the duration of the particular work.

Work or fight?

PU BLISHERS PHOTO SERVlC£

During the World War women received the
same wage s a s men for machine-shop labor
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The system of deferments is the first step toward the philosophy
of the work-or-fight regulations used in the first World W ar-regulations designed to force men into essential defense industry or else
into military service. It is estimated that 137,255 men were affected (
by the work-or-fight regulations in the World War, despite the fact
that the regulations were promulgated not many months before the
close of the war. There is no accurate count of the hundreds of thousands who left their non-defense jobs and moved over into defense
work before the work-or-fight order could be applied to them. The
principle will and must be increasingly recognized as one of the imperatives of modern defense, because the skilled worker in defense
industry may be more vital than his brother in military uniform
though the personal sacrifice of the ·man at the fron.t is of course
much greater.
Much of the experience encountered in the field of labor during
the first World War must not be repeated in this defense period.
During a large part of the last war, the labor turnover became enormous as men, lured by higher wages, moved from job to job. The
demand for labor had, of course, increased as a result of the war
boom and, at the same time, the supply had been cut down through
the diminishing of immigration and the calling of millions of ·men
to the armed forces.
The unscrupulous activities of many private employment agencies became a national scandal. In some cases, they even fomented
strikes to create opportunities for their profitable employment.
They raided well manned industries to get men for others and employers often maintained employment bureaus which stole labor
right and left without regard to the needs of defense production.
Wages were unsettled, scales so varied and employment conditions
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so diverse, that competition between employers became keen and
labor lost its sense of balance. Strikes over the most trivial matters
became frequent and the consequent loss of productive effort was
enormous. Chaos is the only description for the general labor situation that prevailed in the first year of the war.
The principles established by the National War Labor Board to
cope with these problems in the first World War are the essential
principles which will be the basis for handling the same problems
in this emergency. Briefly summarized, they are:
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War rules for labor

1. Strikes and lockouts during emergency must not occur.
2. The righ t of employees to organize into associations and groups
and to bargain collectively must be recognized.
3. Workers must not be disch arged because of trade union membership or activities.
4. Non-union workers must not be interfered with by union workers.
5. Where the closed shop exists it shall con tinue to operate.
6. Where un ionists and non-unionists work together, this condition
may continue without constituting a grievance.
7. Where the employment of women on work ordinarily performed
by men becomes necessary, they must receive equal pay for equal
work.
8. All workers are en titled to wages which are sufficient to insure
the subsistence of the workers and their families in reasonable health
and comfort.

To control labor migration and labor piracy, it was also provided
shortly before the war came to an end that all recruiting of industry
labor for war work, whether private or public, had to be conducted
through the government .Employment Service or by methods approved by the Service.
The solution of the labor problem cannot he complete without a
reference to the use of priorities. Sidney Hillman has already suggested that it may he necessary to transfer workers from civilian
industry to defense industry, in spite of any hardship that may be
caused . War production must have priority over consumer goods
industry.

No country has more ability to ,:;~TH {,~•soc • •T•s
water power into products for peace or war

9 *The position of power and fuel
Is there a threat of shortage? What is the Government's authority over power? Why gasolineless Sundays? Power-the
whip over recalcitrant business .

EVEN WITH an adequate supply of materials, machinery and
labor, the tasks of defense are not yet certain of completion. If
power and fuel are lacking, the apparatus of production must inevitably he stalled. Consequently, a defense economy must pursue a
program that has been carefully worked out with a view to insuring the existence of an adequate supply of power and fuel.
Here again the United States is fortunate in that it possesses the
tremendous resources that are essential. Both in the case of power
and fuel, however, the defense program faces no problem of absolute country-wide shortage but rather a problem of undue geographical load . Because of the high industrial concentrations in
some parts of the country, local shorta ges in power and fuel may

Too much in wrong place
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tors, planes, sensitive armament-our preparedness must include
more than just buying an army of mercenaries. We know now of the
years of secret training of the German youth with broomsticks and
gliders in preparation for the modern blitzkrieg. But most people do
not know ,of the constant and continuous orientation of all German
industrial enterprises during years of peace for an eventual M-Day.
Our efforts at economic and industrial mobilization are frequently widely and occasionally completely misunderstood. Every conceivable fantasy, hypothesis, and threat has been cloaked with the
alleged authority of our plans for economic defense. Some people
think that the integration of the forces in our economy in an emergency cannot be accomplished without abolition of the Constitution;
that it would result in the hanging of objectors and critics; that it
would chain labor to the work bench under a system of national conscription; and that it would commandeer and nationalize all private
wealth and profit. But these are not among the imperatives of defense; they are exactly wha t intelligent industrial mobilization and
effectively planned national defense are seeking to avoid. These
very specters suggested by sensationalized ignorance can be escaped
only if we have proper planning in defense-only if there is a sincere, scientific study by those who know the defense problem and
who understand its economic implications.

What we hope to gain

U. S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS

We sta rted like th is. So did Germany. If
all help, we can do as well as she did

It is to avoid chaos, the courting of defeat and its bed -companion
-defeatism-it is to avoid the military or political dictatorship
that might arise in the midst of the military emergency, spawned by
inefficiency and economic collapse, that a careful and courageou s
coordination of our economic problems must be made.
Throughout the whole development of the defense program, one
fact grows increasingly clear. Every step taken creates the necessity
for still another with relentless inevitability. If the Government
wants airplanes, aircraft manufacturers must have aluminum and,
since there is not enough to go around, civilian industry is cut
off. The newly created government demand exerts pressure on
prices, and a price ceiling must be placed on secondary aluminum and scrap. Again machine tools are needed for defense
production; there is a shortage; there must be price control and
priorities.
These things are realities in a defense economy, not beca.use any
administrator or public official wills that they should be, but be. cause defense itself determines the course to be pursued. The conduct of war or defense is a scientific process of cause and effect. If
indeed we seek victory, we have no choice but to adopt the measures
which alone can lead to that result. To choose any other course is
to accept defeat at the very outset. Faced by the prospect of war, a
nation is confronted by only two alternatives: success or failure.
There is no third. The effective mobilization of America's resources
rests on a recognition of the facts and a willingness to assume the
burdens of strict coordination and regulation. These are the imperatives of defense, the rules of life in a defense economy.
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The discussion of the foel problem has necessarily involved reference to the difficulties created by possible shortage of transportation faci lities. In this field, the P resident already has all necessary
powers as a result of his declaration of a national emergency. Legislation from the first World War has given him the power to establish
priorities for the transportation of troops and materials of war.
In addition, the Transportation Act of February 28, 1920, authorizes the President in time of war or threatened war to require
the transportation facilities to give preference or priority as directed by him jn the interest of the national security. He can require
joint or common use of terminals and railroad tracks to meet the
emergency. Most important among his powers is his ability, in time
of war, to take possession and assume control of any system of transportation to meet the pressing needs of defense. In connection with
shipping, the President possesses similar vast powers which are
being used in the effort to build "a bridge of ships" between the
United States and England . The maintenance of cargo priorities is
among the inescapable factors of foreign trade. Defense insists that
coffee remain on the docks so that rubber, tin, hemp and other
strategic and critical materials may be carried. With cargo space
speedily shrinking as a result of the world situation, the import of
luxuries or even purely civilian necessities must decrease.

What President can do

A "bridge of ships"

10 *Capital and Credit-the oil in the
economic machinery
How money is used for defense. Will securities be regulated
in proportion to their essentiality? Will government corporations take over private risks?

IN DEALING with the problem of defense material, machinery,
labor, power, fuel, and transportation, we cannot overlook the importance of capital and credit. Without these the necessary increase
in our defense resources becomes impossible. The expansion of
plant capacity, the creation of new machinery, the employment of
new regiments of workers-in short, the increase of national production- cannot be achieved unless there is a well organized program of defense financing. Money is still a powerful economic
weapon useful on the war front . It is highly important that available
capital and credit should not be used to expand non-essential industries. Here, too, priorities must be brought into action. Defense
production must have first call on our financing resources.
The Securities and Exchange Commission is already proving to
be one means whereby credit is being diverted from non-defense to
defense activity. Thus, for example, Sumner T . Pike, Commissioner
of the Securities and Exchange Commission, prepared plans to bar
capital financing which might draw materials and skilled workers
from defense industries. After consultation with Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., Director of Priorities, and Sidney Hillman, Associate Director of the O.P.M., Mr. Pike announced the following policy:
Wherever it appears that any of the proceeds of a securities issue
registered with us are to be used for new or additional facilities, such
as buildings or machinery, we shall contact these branches (Stettinius'

Americans adapt bantam cars to perform
function of motorcycle in foreign armies
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The announcement by the automobile industry of a projected cut
in future automobile models was the first major voluntary movea move that actually, in this instance, is characterized not by its
drama as much as by its modesty. On the day of the announcement
of the 20 per cent projected cut, the certainty in informed circles was
that this was the minimum percentage of conservation in that industry. Sure enough, within 90 days, the Army requested that the voluntary reduction be increased to 50 per cent for 1942 .
In another direction, conservation has already impelled radio
broadcasting stations to curtail drastically the quantity of their recordings for private and library purposes, that the aluminum which
forms the base of the acetate record might be conserved.

How does defense affect distribution? How will duplication,
through the eyes of our friend, the druggist. What is a luxury?
Is there a transportation problem? What are the functions of
the trade association and chamber of commerce?

BRITISH·COMBINE

were

handle ration cards early in 1940

obliged

to

AS A COROLLARY to the need for conversion of a substantial portion of the nation's plant facilities to the manufacture of military
supplies, the position of consumer goods as well as the distribution
of military goods must be discussed. As more and more of the nation's productive capacity and ability is required for the needs of
national defense we will observe the growth of conservation methods
- a procedure to conserve material, to save energy, to minimize
labor, to eliminate waste.
This must necessarily involve the denial to consumers of goods
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Such disclosures would obviously discourage financing of the
projects. As a result of such a program, the O.P.M. would be able to
control all efforts for the public raising of money for new projects.
Credit, materials, and labor can thus be diverted from non-essential to defense industries.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Federal Loan
Administration are also in a position to a ssist in defense financing.
They have already been engaged in directin'.g government funds toward essential industry. The Federal Reserve System will be used
more and more to regulate war finance and to channelize it in the
most useful direction.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, it should
be noted, can be given the right to limit the amount and direction
of credit extended by member banks.
In certain cases, the Government is prepared to organize corporations controlled or owned by it to render services or take business
risks which it cannot reasonably expect from privately owned
bodies. This is best illustrated in the field of marine insurance. In
time of war, it is unreasonable to expect private corporations to insure against war risks at other than impossible premiums, yet the
absence of insurance may well destroy the ability of private water
carriers to continue to function. The extension of government activity into this realm is therefore inevitable.
Defense financing obviously is not limited to the direction of
funds by means of which private industry can function under the
increased weight of defense production. The Government itself faces
the problem of raising the money needed for the acquisition from
private industry of the tremendous military stores which must be
built up.

waste and unnecessary uses be curtailed? A birdseye view

keepers

for

to which they have been accustomed in peacetime. As the Director
of Priorities has expressed it:

Must someone get hurt? How is the national belt pulled in?

market
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Priorities Division and Hillman's Labor Division) of the national defense program. If they tell us either that materials or labor are unavailable or likely to be unavailable for the purpose specified in the
registration statement, we shall require that this information be prominently displayed in the registration statement and prospectus.

11 *Conserving the nation's resources
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Wherever there is a priorities situation somebody is going to get
hurt.

•

Pulling in a nation's belt
This national pulling in of the belt is to a certain extent accomplished by the psychology of the moment, and to that extent it is
voluntary. But the substantial pressure behind conservation is in the
exercise of the controls which we have already discussed. The priorities on the scarcer raw materials are the most effective means of compelling business to conserve its very limited supply of the scarce materials which it uses.
Even if the merchandise is necessary to the civilian population
and the transportation facilities are adequate, the manufacturer,
wholesaler, and retailer cannot be free to merchandise the style, the
various types, the attractive packages used during peace.
Non-essential products which involve in their manufacture a commodity on the strategic or critical list of the Army and Navy Munitions Board may, as the problem of supply becomes more critical,
prove to be unobtainable. In addition, among the important targets
of government control in the defense economy of scarcity must be
those trade practices, selling and advertising procedures which result in duplication and waste, such as excessive brands and unnecessary style variations, superfluous containers and wrappers which
have no value in a war economy. Here are the objectives that such
conservation will operate to accomplish in the field of distribution:
1. Obtain all possible reductions in the number of styles, varieties,
sizes, colors, finishes, etc., of the products of the industries in question.
2. Eliminate styles and varieties of articles that violate the principle
of economy in the use of constituent materials; for example, garments
requiring unusual yardage could be eliminated.
3. Eliminate features of adornment that add no usefulness.
4. Reduce the production and sale of articles that yield only minor
comfort and satisfaction.
5. Substitute plentiful articles for scarce ones.
6. Discourage the use for unimportant purpeses of articles that are
needed for more important purposes.
7. Standardize sizes, lengths, widths, and the like in such a way as to

EWING GALLOW AY

Cutting auto models 50 per cent releases
skilled men like these for defense work

Fewer styles to choose from

Objectives of conservation
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preserve sufficient strength and durability, while achieving economies
in materials and labor.
8. Reduce the waste of materials in manufacturing processes generally.
9. Economize in the use of samples.
10. Economize in containers by eliminating smaller and odd sizes.
11. Economize in packing by increasing the number of units per
package.
12. Economize in shipping space and packing materials by baling
instead of boxing.

H. ARMSTRONG ROBERTS

Bathing caps were restricted to one style
per manufacturer in 1918 as a war measure

Imagine yourself for the moment in the corner drugstore. There
is hardly one of these conservation methods whi ch does not hit our
friend, the druggist, in his selling methods. As a retailer he is a relatively inactive participant in the conservation program; inactive in
the sense that he is the object of the economic change and only remotely responsible for accomplishing it. The compulsion to conserve and convert rests largely on the manufacturers who supply
him. The most obvious effect on our druggist is that some shelves
are empty where they formerly were full. A number of imported
products are unavailable. As the defense economy grows, we reach
the stage in which luxury manufacture becomes unpatriotic. The
price of a number of drug necessities and proprietaries will be
fixed; anticipated merchandise on order may often take considerable time in arriving as bottlenecks occur in production or transportation. Behind the counter, women begin to occupy positions
where male soda clerks formerly stood.

Guns for beauty, too

World War taboos

Coal from candy

In terms of products, the fate of the druggist as a retailer can be
found in the experience of one simple item during the last war.
Bathing caps were restricted to one style and one color for each
manufacturer. And in the field of luxuries, among the list of nonnecessaries the use of which was considered unpatriotic in the World
War, are the following items carried in many drugstores: jewelry,
cosmetics, perfumes, curling irons, powder puffs, liquors, tobacco,
confectionery, chewing gum, patent medicines, pastries, art goods,
pictures, ornamental clocks and watches, toys, fancy stationery,
photographic supplies, poker chips and playing cards. The present
economy is rapidly developing a similar list of taboos.
It was estimated during the last war that the elimination of the
manufacture of confectionery, not including ice cream, as part ·of
the conservation program released 50,000 persons for war work and
diverted fuel to defense use in the following amounts:
81,000 tons of anthracite coal,
217,000 tons of bituminous coal,
14,000 tons of coke,
23,000 barrels of oil, gasoline, and
689,000,000 cubic feet of gas.

It is important to examine the more or less mechanical and administrative phases of distribution. In that area, transportation will
probably be the most visibly regulated. Wherever there develops a
shortage of transportation facilities, the exercise of priorities will
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limit the transportation facilities to those organizations most essential to the war economy. Obviously, the Government's needs for
munitions and supplies will be sa tisfied first. Almost equal in consideration to those needs are the basic requirements of the civilian
population. But luxury or non-essential manufacturers, it is certain,
will have to wait their turn at the depots when the slightest shortage
in facilities develops.

Goodbye, luxuries

The transportation picture
The problems in transportation are due in great part to the nonreplacement of equipment during the depression years. Shortage
will become more acute as a result of dislocations made in transportation flowing from defense itself. Our economy has been so balanced that the removal of a certain type of transportation without a
compensating facility produces difficulties.
1918 was different
Too gloomy a prospect in the field of transportation should not,
however, be presented. Many of the difficulties which were encountered in the course of the World War are not expected to recur. Our
economy has expanded since 1917-18. Transportation, warehousing, banking, credit, accounting, selling and advertising, improved
factories, bigger freight cars and locomotives, better roads, faster
delivery cars, more powerful auto trucks, have speeded up service
between the producer and consumer. They are not only valuable
assets on the nation's military balance sheet but they also eliminate
possible bottlenecks that would require more stringent economic
Stretching bottlenecks
controls to the detriment of normal functioning in the distribution
industry.
We have learned much from our World War experience when the
distribution system bogged down. To forestall a repetition of that
calamity, which was due largely to a lack of proper geographical
·Transportation has been speeded up and
distribution of the industrial war load, every effort has been made
since then to stimulate the location of industrial plants outside the
should not require more drastic controls
congested area . In the allocation of facilities for wartime production, preference has been given to forces located inland to obviate
unnecessary burdens on transportation, power, labor and production. We have not done a perfect job in this respect. Despite the great
efforts by the Army and Navy and the Office of Production Management, the defense load is still dangerously concentrated in one section of the country.
Fortunately, defense demands on industry and the distribution
system do not in all cases constitute an additional abnormal burden.
In many important respects it will be merely a replacement load,
for the character of industries will be changed. For example, the
people of the United States spend about $49,000,000 each year for
jewelry. Factories which make these luxury items also make fuses
for. artillery shells. More than $46,000,000 is spent for pianos and
organs. Firms of this type have been allocated to make frames for
saddles, military shoe lasts, and pontoon equipment. To supply fly- •
ing clothes for our military aviators, the Government will compete,
and successfully, with milady's furs, an $18,000,000 industry.
To a large extent our normal distribution system, market mechan-
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preserve sufficient strength and durability, while achieving economies
in materials and lab or.
8. Reduce the waste of materials in manufacturing processes generally.
9. Economize in the use of samples.
10. Economize in containers by eliminating smaller and odd sizes.
11. Economize in packing by in creasing the number of units per
package.
12. Economize in shipping space and packing materials by baling
instead of boxing.

H. ARMS TR ONG ROBERTS

Bathing caps were restricted to one style
per manufacturer in 1918 as a war measure

Imagine yourself for the moment in the corner drugstore. There
is hardly one of these conservation methods which does not hit our
friend, the druggist, in his selling methods. As a retailer he is a rela·
tively inactive participant in the conservation program; inactive in
the sense that he is the object of the economic change and only remotely responsible for accomplishing it. The compulsion to con·
serve and convert rests largely on the manufacturers who supply
him. The most obvious effect on our druggist is that some shelves
are empty where they formerly were full. A number of imported
products are unavailable. As the defense economy grows, we reach
the stage in which luxury manufacture becomes unpatriotic. The
price of a number of drug necessities and proprietaries will be
fixed; anticipated merchandise on order may often take considerable time in arriving as bottlenecks occur in production or trans·
portation. Behind the counter, women begin to occupy positions
where male soda clerks formerly stood.

Guns for beauty, too
In terms of products, the fate of the druggi st as a retailer can be

World War taboos

Coal from candy

found in the experience of one simple item during the last war.
Bathing caps were restricted to one style and one color for each
manufacturer. And in the field of luxuries, among the list of nonnecessaries the use of which was considered unpatriotic in the World
War, are the following items carried in many drugstores: jewelry,
cosmetics, perfumes, curling irons, powder puffs, liquors, tobacco,
confectionery, chewing gum, patent medicines, pastries, art goods,
pictures, ornamental clocks and watches, toys, fancy stationery,
photographic supplies, poker chip s and playing cards. The present
economy is rapidly developing a similar list of taboos.
It was estimated during the last war that the elimination of the
manufacture of confectionery, not including ice cream, as part of
the conservation program released 50,000 persons for war work and
diverted fuel to defense use in the following amounts:
81,000 tons of anthracite coal,
217,000 tons of bituminous coal,
14,000 tons of coke,
23,000 barrels of oil, gasoline, and
689,000,000 cubic feet of gas.

It is important to examine the more or less mechanical and administrative phases of distribution. In that area, transportation will
probably be the most visibly regulated. Wherever there develops a
shortage of transportation facilities, the exercise of priorities will
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limit the transportation facilities to those organizations most essential to the war economy. Obviously, the Government's needs for
munitions and supplies will be satisfied first. Almost equal in consideration to those needs are the basic requirements of the civilian
population. But luxury or non-essential manufacturers, it is certain,
will have to wait their turn at the depots when the slightest shortage
in facilities develops.

Goodbye, luxuries

The transportation picture
r
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The problems in transportation are due in great part to the nonreplacement of equipment during the depression years. Shortage
will become more acute as a result of dislocations made in transportation flowing from defense itself. Our economy has been so balanced that the removal of a certain type of transportation without a
compensating facility produces difficulties.
Too gloomy a prospect in the field of transportation should not,
however, be presented. Many of the difficulties which were encountered in the course of the World War are not expected to recur. Our
economy has expanded since 1917-18. Transportation, warehous·
ing, banking, credit, accounting, selling and adverti sing, improved
factories, bigger freight cars and locomotives, better roads, faster
delivery cars, more powerful auto trucks, have speeded up service
between the producer and consumer. They are not only valuable
assets on the nation's military balance sheet but they also eliminate
possible bottlenecks that would require more stringent economic
controls to the detriment of normal functioning in the distribution
industry.
We have learned much from our World War experience when the
distribution system bogged down. To forestall a repetition of that
calamity, which was due largely to a lack of proper geographical
distribution of the industrial war load, every effort has been made
since then to stimulate the location of industrial plants outside the
congested area . In the allocation of facilities for wartime production, preference has been given to forces located inland to obviate
unnecessary burdens on transportation, power, labor and production. We have not done a perfect job in this respect. Despite the great
efforts by the Army and Navy and the Office of Production Management, the defense load is still dangerously concentrated in one section of the country.
Fortunately, defense demands on industry and the distribution
system do not in all cases constitute an additional abnormal burden.
In many important respects it will be merely a replacement load,
for the character of industries will be changed . For example, the
people of the United States spend about $49,000,000 each year for
jewelry. Factories which make these luxury items also make fuses
for. artillery shells. More than $46,000,000 is spent for pianos and
organs. Firms of this type have been allocated to make frames for
saddles, military shoe lasts, and pontoon equipment. To supply fly- •
ing clothes for our military aviators, the Government will compete,
and successfully, with milady's furs, an $18,000,000 industry.
To a large extent our normal distribution system, market mechan-

1918 was different

Stretching bottlenecks

·Transportation has been speeded up and
should not require more drastic controls
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ism, trade associations and relationships will remain fundamentally unaffected . If anything, the machinery will be strengthened because of its importance to the full utilization of the nation's economic
resources during war.
The trade association will not be merely the voluntary association of private executives as it is now-it will be the liaison between
government and industry.
The past few years have witnessed instances of active friction between the Government and a number of trade and business associations. But, as in many other phases of the relationship between Government and business, the urgencies of defense will introduce a
change. Close contact between the agencies responsible ·for defense
policy and the industries over which the policy is to be exercised
will become increasingly important.
Problems of price, supplies, priorities, and manufacture are in
most instances peculiar to the particular industry affected. The controls that are exercised are also in most instances applicable to a
particular industry. It is inevitable, therefore, that industry organizations will be the means of translating the defense program into
action on the part of the individual businesses affected.
There are only two types of groups which can be used for this
liaison function. The first and most readily available are the trade
associations functioning in the specific industries. The only other
alternative requires the formation of what in essence amounts to a
new trade association or, more accurately, a committee representative of the industries operating in a particular field. Similarly, where
the area of defense interests involves a community rather than an
industry, the agency of communication and action will, in many
instances, be the local chamber of commerce. Already, for instance,
more than 700 chambers have set up national defense committees
through which, in cooperation with other local agencies, they are
meeting problems involved in physical defense and the maintenance
of public morale.
Returning to our distribution problem, the market mechanism
will still move according to the existing supply and the existing demand but it will move within prescribed limits. That portion of distribution which has its base and incentive in price will function with
a new incentive-the needs of the Government or the civilian population.

12 *The changed motive forces in distribution and advertising
How advertising reflects the changes in business. What happens when consumer manufacturing is converted to military
uses? Selling the company's cooperation with defense. Selling
dreams instead of tangibles. How is selling adapted to the
pressure against luxury goods?
0 . E. M . DEFENSE PHOTO BY PALMER

Steel ribs are being rapidly assembled to
help ease the need for cargo space

NOT ONLY is the distribution problem of typical business activity
affected in the defense economy but manufacturers concerned with
civilian needs who have been engaged in creating their products for
a free population will have to view their advertising problem in an
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entirely different light when all or part of their facilities are devoted
to government orders, or are kept away from civilian manufacture
by scarcity, priorities, rationing or conservation.
The integral relationship of advertising with the entire distribution mechanism justifies some examination of the transition in this
one field of distribution.
Obviously, all of the factors which affect the advertiser and the
manufacturer will be transmitted into equally immediate and perhaps more drastic effects in the advertising and on the advertising
agency. Certain manufacturers can or may even be compelled to
convert their plants to military production. Their employment will
remain the same and perhaps even be increased. Their pay rolls
may be as great, if not greater. Their profits probably will be undiminished, even though more heavily taxed. But the advertising
agency can only look on with envy; it isn't capable of this wide
adaptability. A copywriter preparing material for the sale of a
peacetime commodity is capable only of two conversions-propagandist copywriter for the Government, or gun carrier.

What copywriters can do

Advertising's new iob
The entire problem of conversion of peacetime industry to military needs can be translated into advertising repercussions. The
advertising doesn't end; it begins to serve different functions. Where
fonl).erly it was necessary to use advertising as the means of making
customers, the restriction of normal manufacture creates the need
to keep customers even if you can't sell them.
A second defense function of advertising for private industrial
activity is to satisfy the potential consumer as well as non-consumer
that the company is doing its job in defense and is doing it well and
patriotically.
A third function of advertising is to provide the civilian population with something to dream about, even if they can't buy it.
An illustration of this strange phenomenon in a war economy is
evidenced by the fact that the English Vogue magazine had a greater
circulation almost two years after the war than it did before the war
broke out, this despite the fact that the availability of the type of
products and garments advertised in the publication had been drastically reduced. The British Government has not only refrained
from discouraging the publication of this among other luxury magazines but has actually recognized the part played in defense morale
by the dreams, the escape, and the illusion created by the contents,
including the advertising. As these pages were being closed, the entire plant of the British Vogue was destroyed by aerial bombs.
Almost immediately steps were taken to rebuild, reequip and reopen
in the midst of war.
The second problem in the advertising and sales phase of distribution flows from the difficulty of import which has been emphasized before. Obviously, the disappearance of a product or its
drastic limitation either because of import difficulties or domestic
material scarcity affects the sales and advertising of what formerly
may have been an extremely profitable and popular article. More
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than one imported perfume, wine, textile, etc., has already disappeared from the market and consequently from the national advert~sing scene.
A third factor will operate to reduce consumption, particularly
of the luxury and non-essential items, as soon as any part of the nation is compelled to pull in its belt or accept sacrifice and control
as a result of a national defense program. That factor is neither governmental nor military; it is psychological. The great bulk of the
nation will not sit by happily under the strain of limitations, controls, inhibitions, restricted movements, conscription, perhaps the
peril of death, while another section of the population is free to
spend and enjoy.
One of the difficulties which England encountered in the first eight
months of the present war arose from the discontent of the working
population caused by the wealthy who refused to forego their luxuries, their pleasures, the niceties of life that are doubly irritating in
wartime to those who can't afford them. During the last war, our
Government found it necessary to embark on a campaign to limit
the consumption of luxury items. Luxury manufacture was not only
classified as non-essential, but the market for such articles was
sharply curtailed by tremendous pressure against the consumption
of such goods.
Thus, distribution witnesses change in incentives and appeals.
Selling which directs its appeal to the desire for mere acquisition
or the pleasure of use can become distinctly unpatriotic in a national
atmosphere of the type produced by war or intensified national defense. In a period of national crisis, there seem to be better reasons
for buying something than merely that you want it, or will enjoy it.
The ingenuity of the advertiser and his professional adviser alike
will be tested by the need to sell at a time when style is no longer
a major consideration, packaging no longer a striking inducement
and the margin of price differentials has been reduced.

13 *Profits, savings and taxation
The importance of curtailing consumption. How is purchasing
power restrained? What will defense taxes seek to accomplish? Will certain occupations and products suffer particularly? Why must tax, price, priority and monetary policy be
coordinated?

What happens to profit?

WE COME now to the least well known but perhaps most drastic
effect of modern warfare. And it is at this point that the problem of
manufacturing, selling, advertising and distribution runs into the
final imperative of defense-the control of profits. In our economic
society the prime function of distribution is to step up consumption,
to take the squeak out of the pocketbook. But the primary effect of
modern warfare is to destroy consumption, to make it, at the very
least, undesirable. Even where this· is not the immediate effect of
war itself, even where it is not the result of a shortage of material
or the unavailability of productive facilities, it has become a matter
of government policy in warring nations to compel savings which
can be drained by the government in order to meet even partially the
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vast cost of $125,000 per soldier killed, the price exacted by modern
war. Even more important than raising the money is to syphon off
sufficient civilian funds to prevent non-defense buying.
The program to limit consumption is now being pushed to the hilt
in England to make the great body of private wealth and income
available for government taxation and government borrowing. Such
limitation of consumption, it is argued, will have its major value in
increasing production for national defense and restraining the trend
toward inflationary prices.

Stopping non-defense buying

Who foots the bill?
(j

To the extent that the attempt is made to pay for today's national
defense and tomorrow's possible war out of current income, the
effect will fall directly on current consumption. How will the defense program be paid for? What are the prospects for profits and
the potential sources for taxation?
Here we face one of the clearest inevitabilities of a defense
economy. The certainty doesn't exist in terms of percentage of profit
or rates of tax but it does exist in the principles which will guide
both of these. These principles because of their simplicity may even
sound academic. They are not. This is the program that cannot be
escaped:
1. Individual and corporate taxes must be increased to the maximum
level that public opinion will accept at the particular moment.
2. Excess profits taxation or taxes on war profits must attempt to
syphon off all profits greater than the hypothetical normal peacetime
profit.
3. The principle of profit itself must not be destroyed though extreme necessity may reduce it to a minimum. It is interesting in this
connection to note that, in the field of government munition contracts,
the profits limitations which were imposed by law in the midst of our
blissful peace were removed almost at the first sign of emergency. But,
while no specific control will exist over profits as such, government
borrowing and taxation will effectively eradicate most of the abnormal
profits. One type of profit which we have come to know as "profiteering" will, however, be subject to strict punitive government legislation.
Profiting on the accumulation of inventories will be coped with by the
process of regulating inventories and imposing price controls. Profit
· derived from speculation in agricultural and raw commodities as well
as food will be controlled by strict supervision of speculation as well as
price ceilings on the basic materials, foods and services themselves.
4. The most important principle is to finance defense through methods which accomplish the double effect of cutting down consumption
and producing money. Intensive voluntary campaigns for government
bonds, and finally compulsory loans achieve these objectives. Excise
taxes will be especially directed at cutting down consumption of automobiles and similar products which compete with defense for scarce
materials and skilled labor. Where the excise tax itself is not a sufficient
control for the limitation of consumption or sufficient penalty on the
particular product, special occupational taxes will be applied to further
embarrass the specific industries.

During the first World War, on top of the regular income tax,
special taxes were levied on munitions makers and on corporations that accumulated unreasonable profits. Brokers, pawnbrokers,

Principles of defense taxation

Mary Pickford's $1,000 purchase helped
promote World War bond sales
KEYSTONE VIEW
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customhouse brokers; owners of theaters, concert halls, circuses,
bowling alleys, billiard parlors; makers of cigars, cigarettes, and
tobacco-all had to pay special occupational taxes.
I t is unfortunate that we have not had an equal amount of pre-war
energy devoted to pla1ming for an adequate supply of capital as has
been spent on planning for an adequate supply of l~bor, an adeq~ate
supply of commodities, and an adequate product10n of rr_iatenals.
War cannot be fought without men or munitions, but neither can
it be fought without money. The World War taught that it i_s. impossible scientifically and without waste to get me~ and ~umt10ns
by the use of devices created in the heat of conflict and m an atmosphere · of turmoil. But that same war also taught the same ~es
sons concerning taxation. Congress spent six months wranglmg
over the 1917 war profits tax with no more idea of how much that
act would produce, or what the effects would be upon business,
than we today have as to how long the present war ~ill last.
As a result of that experience, despite the inadequate defense
planning that has been given to the probl~m of mo~ey, i~ is certain
that increased thought will be given to the mterrelat10nsh1p of taxes,
.
prices, profits, materials, and production.
With the exception of our experiments with incentive and social
taxation such as the undistributed profits tax and surtax imposed
'
.
on unreasonable corporate accumulation of profits, the ma1or peacetime function of taxation is to raise money. In a defense economy
it becomes almost a secondary function. Taxation becomes a major
lever in discouraging price rises, profits, consumption and nonessential production.

14 *Learning from England's experience
The errors of extemporized activity. What were the English
labor problems? Why did the cost of living rise more than 15
per cent in ten months? What was the minimum required in
economic mobilization? What was learned from the "muddling
through"? England takes drastic action .

WE HAVE examined the interrelated effects of defense on business
and industrial activity-on our entire economic front. We can, however better understand the difficulties we have experienced and those
we ~re certain to encounter by a brief glance at the British and
German experiences with economic mobilization.
.
Because of the political similarities between the two countries,
the British experiences in the early stages of her present war with
Germany during 1939 and early 1940 provide the best laborato_ry
for an impartial analysis of our present difficulties in industnal
mobilization.
By J anuary 1, 1940, the following were the major steps taken by
the British Government in its attempt to mobilize the country's economic resources for war :
1. General conscription of manpower .
..
2. A method of reserving occupationally necessary men from m1htary duty. (In this period this method was not, h owever, fully operaWar workers get their mail. We have plans
for finding men; getting money is a problem
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tive.)
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3. Establishment of price control over essential foo ds and matena s.
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4. The fixin g of rentals.
5. The establishment of food rationing.
6. The establishment of a mechanism for centralized control over
vital supplies.
7. Control of transportation , public utilities, and fuel.
8. The establishment of a ministry of supplies, a ministry of food
and shipping, and a ministry of economic warfare.
9. The beginnings of priority schedules for the operation of essential industry.
10. Control of the finan cial markets and of security issues.
11. Control of foreign trade.
12. The mobilization of foreign securities.

,,

Britain's difficulty, however, did not stem from the failure to
create many of the controls required by a war economy, but from
the absence of a complete over-all centralized policy administered
by an executive or executive agency primarily responsible for the
industrial problem.
The first of the difficulties which arose was that some of the plants
were overloaded with work contracted for by the Government, with
a resultant injury to normal customers, many of whom were also
suppliers of the Government.

Small plants forgotten
In this direction, the flaw in the British procedure was that full
use was not made of the many small establishments which could have
been allocated to military production.
The most serious defects in the first eight months of British industrial mobilization were in the closely allied fields of labor, prices
and wages. Not until seven months after England entered the war
was even the first step taken which would be required in any understanding, any control, of the labor problem-a census of labor. Not
until April 2, 1940, was the first effort made to determine what workers were being used for, whether they were skilled, semi-skilled, or
unskilled, whether or not there was a shortage or faulty d istribution
of skilled labor, whether there was a waste in production capacity.
The extent of the labor dislocation can be appreciated from the
single fact that 1,500,000 were officially listed as unemployed at
that time. This was approximately 270,000 more than the last estimate made in peacetime and 400,000 more unemployed than in
February of the last peacetime year, 1939.
At the same time the Financial News of London indicated its estimate that at least 50 per cent more workers would be required in the
metal trades, 30 per cent in the chemical industry, and 20 per cent
in agricultural trades.
Since then, however, the number has decreased so that in March,
1941, the unemployed totalled 458,000, which probably approaches
the minimum-a constant group of persons who are virtual unemployables.
Another of the important reasons for early fai lure of British
industrial mobilization was the shortage of certain types of equipment-jigs, gauges, machine tools-certain raw materials-particularly aluminum and specialized types of steel- and the very
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A census .of workers classified as to skill
proved a need in British defense plans

Unemployment hard to kill

Some still can't help
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serious inability of the aircraft industry to adapt itself to mass production.
The failure to establish an over-all price control of basic commodities resulted in an advance in wholesale prices of approximately 30 per cent with a consequent 15 per cent increase in the
cost of living. Among the reasons which contributed to the increase
in the cost of living, increased prices and consequent increased
wages and labor unrest, was the difficulty with distribution and the
reduced efficiency of night shifts operating under blackout conditions. Rising freight charges, delays in the convoy system used for
imports as well as exports, the required use of ports which were not
adequately equipped, increased insurance rates and so forth, were
some of the factors which boosted transport charges. The steps which
were taken to exercise control over prices within the :first four months
of the war were these:

A

garage for British workers' bicycles.

The important thing is to get to the job

How Britain rules prices

1. The creation of a central price regulation committee by the President of the Board of Trade. During the first six months of the war this
group remained comparatively inactive.
2. An act to prevent profiteering, the "Price of Goods Act," was
passed by Parliament three months after the outbreak of war, but even
at the time of passage it was anticipated that the Act would cover only
a small portion of the price field.
3. In the field of agriculture, the Government bought all staple crops
as well as livestock products at fixed prices.
4. A number of the essential foodstuffs, including sugar, butter,
bacon, ham and meat, were, early in 1940, brought into the rationing
process.
5. The various ministries in the British Government were each enabled to exercise certain price regulating functions. In the case of contributory commodities for munitions production, the Government
bought the entire bulk of the output of producers-as in the case of
copper-at favorable prices in pursuance of the policy of keeping the
cost of munitions as close to the pre-war level as possible.

But with all of these uncoordinated approaches, the greater number of prices were permitted to rise. One of the important questions
raised by the Economist in the face of a continuing increase in prices
and wages, with the absence of a program for adequate tax and borrowing coordinated with the price control efforts, was whether the
Government could prevent inflation.

Eight months of "muddling"

Balance wheel essential

Both the Manchester Guardian on the left and the Economist on
the right were among those who, with growing concern, criticized the
Government for the lack of a coordinated, completely conceived,
economic policy. Both respected English publications admitted that
individual controls and individual control agencies had been established, but insisted that the defect resulted from the fact that the
individual pieces were not assembled into a coordinated pattern.
The important lessons which the British Government learned from
the :first eight months' attempt to "muddle through" can be summarized briefly as follows:
1. Attempting to plan and coordinate during the crisis is no substi-
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tute for advance planning undertaken before the emergency has begun.
2. Advance plans must be based upon the expectation of a maximum
effort.
3. It is easier to reduce requirements after a war has started than to
increase them.
4 . Not only must industry be informed of the part it will be required
to play, but it must be given an opportunity to prepare for that part,
or valuable months, with victory in the balance, will be lost.
5. Not only must industry be told what it is to produce but frequently
how it is to go about meeting these production requirements.
6. Disinterested individuals must be called into the Government
service if any acceptable effort is to be made to control the industrial
effort.
7. Executives are required rather than advisers, and administrators
rather than committees.
8. It is impossible to control one segment of a nation's economic life
without concomitant supervision of all other segments with which the
first area is joined.
9. One supreme authority, with sufficient power to enforce its decisions, is the basic keystone of any effort to coordinate all agencies,
departments and plans.
10. A situation that upsets the balance cannot be adjusted with onetenth the ease with which it could have been foreseen and prevented in
the first place. This applies with equal force to prices, wages, profits,
and procedure in policies.
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England learned the hard way

Maybe we learn in time

With these lessons learned, England was :finally prepared to take
the steps necessary for a complete industrial effort.

Democracy bows before war
On May 24, 1940, in 150 minutes, the Houses of Parliament
passed a sweeping bill giving to the Cabinet plenary powers beyond
any ever exercised in a free democracy.
The Act, by subordinating every individual, rich or poor, every
piece of wealth, every available plant and all manpower, raised
the Prime Minister to a position of power as high as that of the German Chancellor. The Act, known as the Emergency Powers Defense
Bill, was supported by both labor and capital, despite the fact that
under it, wealth can be conscripted and labor's hard-won battle for
higher wages and better working conditions is put aside for the duration. The Government was empowered to take over all the principal
airplane and munitions factories and any other subsidiary industries, the output of which is necessary to keep these important
key factories supplied with labor, materials and power.
When necessary, to make possible an adequate supply of planes,
arms, ammunition and other implements of war, the Cabinet can
order workers to abandon eight-hour shifts and to work 12 hours
a day and seven days a week instead of the usual six. Indeed, the
Minister of Supply ordered all state ordnance factories and all contractors working on Government munitions to work full-time, seven
days a week.
To accomplish the desired adequate production, key industries
are being fostered and non-essential industries abandoned.
The Government's new powers vitally affect the individual, as
well as labor and capital. This can be seen from the fact that the

Unlike this American, the English worker
has lost his hard-won rights for duration
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Must take free boarders

Losing business can't quit
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Government has the right to confiscate all available funds, whether
in banks, safety deposit vaults, invested in industry or hoarded.
Home owners can be ordered to give lodging to workers without compensation. Mothers can be forced to evacuate their children from
dangerous areas. All banks are under Government orders and private fortunes are available for Government use.
One result of the war powers has been to make bullets and guns
more important to the individual than butter and milk, and even the
latter are subject to Government conscription. All persons can be
required to perform whatever services the Government may desire,
whether or not they wish to do so. Concerns operating at a loss are
no longer free to close up, and businesses must continue to operate
at Government command; but, in this case, adequate remuneration
will undoubtedly be given. Business and private premises are open
to inspection and employers are required to produce their books
on demand. Consumption by the individual has, of course, been
strictly curtailed. A large variety of articles-from clothing to toilet
preparations-were made subject to rationing.

15 *Germany-an economy built for war
Was there a peace-time economy before September, 1939?
Adapting economic machinery to military strategy. Why does
Germany believe that a war economy produces a steady decline of production? When did Germany start its economic
preparation?

THE GERMAN process of economic mobilization for this war differs from the English in one major and most vital respect. In Germany there was no pre-war period; that is, there was no transition
from peace to war. The Nazi economic system was designed to provide economic and military machinery to operate with the complete
effectiveness that the strategy of the high command required.
In England and the United States, the economic structure is
geared to the peacetime needs and desires of the people. ·The
beginning of war or the inception of a defense economy requires, not merely a modification in our economic system, hut a
real change.

In Germany no distinction can he made between the periods he~
fore and after the actual outbreak of the war in September, 1939.
It should be added, however, that the Germans do not look upon
a war economy as a fixed thing. They believe that their economic
strategy must constantly he adapted to the changing military
strategy.
With us, packaging, especially that which
uses war materials, already is changing

War slows production
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Believing that a war economy produces a steady deterioration of
the nation's productive ability and efficiency they point to 19141918 when all production, even of arms and munitions, dropped.
(For example-steel production in the vital Ruhr area diminished
by 40 per cent in these four years.) This process, if repeated, they
argue, will have the effect on military strategy of increasing demechanization. Theoretically, the moment would come when even
cavalry armies like the Russian forces under Budyenny and
Voroshilov in 1918-21 would he supreme. It is therefore imperative--according to the German economic strategists-that Germany

avoid a long war. That constitutes the basic economic factor in Germany's war policy.
.
In Germany the economic emergency of 1929-32 gave ~ational
Socialism with its ri()'id regimentation of capital and labor, its start.
'
b
.
f
This system was easily adaptable to the gradual formation o a war
economy after 1934.
To say th at Germany's war economy began in 193~, completely
without plan, would be gross exaggeration. Never smce th~. first
World War and the formation of the old Reichswehr have military
men in Germany forgotten the importance of economics in war. E~en
during the unwarlike Weimar republic they were able to exercise
considerable influence on economic planning. Since the Rapallo
Treaty, and particularly in collaboration with Russia long ~ef?re
the Nazi-Soviet pact of August, 1939, they were able to fi~1d msi~e
and outside of Germany testing grounds for their economic and mdustrial ideas. "Shadow" factor ies existed not only in Germany and
Russia but in harmless neutral territories like Denmark-for ex.
ample, the Heinkel Seaplane Works near Copenhagen.
During the development of Germany's war economy, particular!!
in the formative years of 1934-37, the basic principle was not primarily to build up a system of careful war _plan~ing b~t t~' look
upon the German industrial machine as a giant ~n~ustrial .comd .ty bank" at which the Armed Forces had unlimited credit.
mo i
h
·d
Unlike the M-Day planning of the United States, whic provi es
for the recognition of both military and civilian needs as well as a
return to a normal economy after the war emergency, _the G:rman
military minds think only in terms of the need to achieve victory.

We have been a wasteful nation. Now scrap
piles and scrap prices become important

16 * Understanding our defense
The position and power of public opinion. Why not buy a.n
army of mercenaries? What are the imperatives of our economic
mobilization? Every step leads to another. What are the two
final alternatives?

WE HAVE wandered through the labyrinth of the defense econo~y.
We have attempted, in some cases with great detail, to examme
the major strands that tie together into the solid bonds of _defense-_raw materials, labor, fuel, power, transportation, machmery, distri"b u t"ion, mon ey- the elements that tmited constitute the compound of defense.
.
.
.
In the interrelationship between the elements m this compound
are the critical difficulties which our economic mobilization must
so1ve-cri·t·ica1 not only because of their complexities but also because they involve human emotions and publi: opinion. !his means
that no matter what legislative or executive authority can be
bro~ght into action, public opinion still remains the pot~nt factor
it has always been. It must be prepared to expect the adJ~Stments
and accept them. Labor must know its respon_sib~liti~s. ~nd its guarantees. Industry must know its profits and its mhibitions. ~hove
these, Government must know that it will receive, wit~ maximum
efficiency and speed and at a minimum cost, the machmery of defense.
Since modem war is a struggle between machines-tanks, trac-

Emotions are part of war

